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PREFACE

The following chapters are the lectures given in the

spring of 1919 on the Haskell Foundation of Oberlin

College. They have been somewhat expanded in the

course of preparation for the press, but have not been

materially changed.

At the time of the delivery of these lectures I was

busy with the chapter on "Primitive Christianity"

in the Prolegow^ena to Acts, and was glad of the

opportunity to re-state some of the conclusions reached

in that book in a less technical form and with more

attention to their bearing on some of the larger ques-

tions of religion and thought, such as the Teaching of

Jesus, the Hope of Immortality, and the Development

of Christology. I did not hesitate to make use of

one or two paragraphs from the larger book, and I

think that my friend, Mr. C. G. Montefiore, will for-

c^ive me for having borrowed two beautiful stories

from his chapter in it.

I am greatly indebted to the Faculty of Oberlin
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College in)t Mnly lor llir priviie'.'e of lecturing to

them. l>ul also for tli.- iioMj>itality extended to rao

ilurini; II very plta.sanl week imd for l' ' inning

of new and dclii^dit fill frirndship-.

KIl;S(»|'|' I.AKK.

('AMuniDUB, Mash.,

,J;»ri7 1920.
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GALILEE

At lirst sight the historian of religions appears

to be faced by a number of clearly distinguished

entities, to each of which he feels justified in giving

the name of a separate religion; but on further

consideration it becomes obvious that each one

of these entities has been in a condition of flux

throughout its history. Each began as a combination

or synthesis of older forms of thought with compara-

tively little new in its composition ; each ended by

disintegrating into many elements, of which the

worst disappeared, while the best were taken up into

new life in some new religion. The movement was

more marked at some times than at others, and the

differentiation of the various religions depends chiefly

on the recognition of these moments of more rapid

change. But the process never really stopped ; from

beginning to end new elements were constantly

absorbed and old elements dropped. For religion

lives through the death of religions.

Nothing illustrates this so well as the history of

Christianity, for no religion is so well known. The
1 B
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facta i\Tv pluinlv visil)l«', and woiiM U' plainly won

by all, wtTf it not for thf general tendency of eccle«i-

astical scholarship to consult the reconls of the past

only to find the reflection of ita own featun's.

The general condition of religion in the Roman

Empire at the beginning of the Christian era waa one

of far advanced disintegration and rapid synthesis.

In every district there could be found the remains of

old local religions, wliich ret^iined the loyalty of the

conservative, but no longer aroused any vital rei5pon.«e

in the emotions of the multitudes or in the interest

of the educated. At that time, and for many

generations afterward, the Roman landowners, to

take one example, maintained the ceremonies and

customs of an agricultural animism which for their

ancestors had been a living religion, but for them

had become aesthetic, conventional, and superstitious,

—an appendage to life, not its driving force. Those

who wish can read a description of it, written with a

sympathy possible only for one who felt the analogy

of his o\\Ti experience, in the pages of Marii/s the

Epicurean, in which Walter Pater, by a wonderful

tour de force, wove an exact and scholarly knowledge

of the original documents into such a web of artistic

English that the deep learning of the book cannot

be appreciated except by those who have some small

share in it themselves.

Over these local religions had been thrown

throughout the Empire the covering fabric of Greek

mythology. It had lost much of its power ;
it was
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no longer sincerely believed ; it was in every respect

decadent ; but it still played its part in unifying,

and to some extent civilising, the diverse races of

the Empire. But more important than the Greek

mythology was the Greek philosophy, which was

indeed in many ways its antidote. If the mythology

of Greece appeared to sanction an infinite number of

gods and goddesses, her philosophers taught with

equal persuasiveness that the divine reality is one,

though its forms be many. A remarkable synthesis

was thus gradually accomplished, though it will

always be a question whether the stronger tendency

was to philosophise mythology or to mythologise

philosophy.

Yet another element was provided by the stream

of Oriental religions which were coming into the

Empire. Though these religions had all of them at

one time been national, quite as much as the religion

of Greece or Eome, their adherents had been detached

violently by the conquering hand of Eome from

adherence to ancestral shrines or to political institu-

tions. The Cappadocian or the Syrian, or even the

Egyptian, who was travelling as a merchant or Hving

as a slave in the western parts of the Empire, brought

with him the worship of his own god ; but the changed

conditions of his life were reflected in his religion.

As a political entity his country had disappeared ;

the institutions which were originally bound up with

the name of his god had vanished, and had become

an ever-fading memory. What these men without
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KiuiitrioH luski'tl lor wjls jK?r8onal salvation, unci tl»i«

they h«lieved that they could find in their mysterioua

worship. K;u h of these reliponH waii rapidly de-

veloping in the first centur)' into a Bacraniental cult

whi( h offered tin* lilessing of partial protection in

tliis world. an«l of a happy iminorUility niter death

to all who accepted and were accepted by it«

divine lord, and took part in its sacmraents or

myst-eries.

Mutli is obscure in tlieir !iist^)ry, even though

In-pothesis be given the widest range and a friendly

hearing. The central prol)leni, which still re(juireji

much further attention than it has as yet rcceive<l.

is how and when these religions became my.>.t4Ty

cults. As we know them in the l^oman Empire all

have the same central feature of offering personal

salvation to their adherents through sacraments.

But did they have this characteristic in their original

homes, where they were national religions ? The

evidence that they did so is not convincing, and

perhaps cannot be, because of the absence of literarv'

sources. For instance, one of the best known of

these religions is the cult of Isis, for the nature of

which in the second and third centuries there is

admirable evidence in the writings of Plutarch and

Apuleius. It was then clearly a sacramental religion

offering private salvation. It was also connected

with a mvth which was obviously a hindrance rather

than a help to these educated Romans, and this

myth can be traced back to the monuments of ancient
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Egypt. Are we justified in concluding that the

interpretation in ancient Egypt was the same as

in imperial Kome ? It may be so ; but it is possible

that the sacramental nature, though not the element of

private salvation came in, in Hellenistic or in Imperial

times, to meet the necessity of Egyptians who had

lost all sense of belonging to a living nation or having

a national religion, and of Greeks who with decadent

enthusiasm desired imported rites. In any case, a

synthesis was rapidly established between these cults

and the official Graeco-Koman religion. The names of

the Oriental deities were Hellenised, and the barbaric

crudities of the East were removed by allegory and

symbolism ; the philosophers felt that the myths only

needed restatement to confirm their opinions, while

the priests were confident that the elements of truth

in philosophy were those revealed by the language

and ritual of the cults.^

With considerable rapidity, therefore, Greek

mythology, Greek philosophy, and Oriental cults

were being accommodated to one another, and brought

together in a new and highly complex religious system.

For political purposes the introduction into this

system of the worship of the emperors, living or dead,

was of great importance. It tended to unify the

whole mass, and the imperial authorities adopted the

1 The best example of this method of " restatement " is probably

Plutarch's De Iside et Osiride, which discusses the Egyptian myth and the

various explanations given of it in accommodation to philosophic truth.

Heathenism did not long survive this kind of help ; nor is it surprising that

it did not.
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positiuii, with t>t»iiK> rL'MTVutiona, that, provitled a

man nctvptod the cult of Cacaar and Home, he could

ill atldilioii lie !i nu'inlMT (^f any other religion which

pleaded his fancy or soothed his soul.

There was one exception Ui the eiuie with wliirli

the Oriental cults accepted the situation. Still

inspired by the instinct which nine hundred yean*

before had made their prophets light against 8}Ticret-

ism, the Jews resolutely refused to come to terms

wilh heathen religions. Some, indeed, accepted the

Greek philo.sophy, as the writings of Philo and the

Wisdom Literature show ; but with the cults or

with the mythology of the heatlien no compromise

was tolerated.

It would be interesting to know how far the

imperial leaders perceived the process of syntliesis,

but consciously or unconsciously they helped it

considerably by the policy which they adopted

towards the local councils, or S}'nedria- .Sanhedrims

—as they were often called.^ They were willing

to encourage their continuance, allowing them to

control all local questions of religion, and indeed all

local interests generally, on condition that they

made themselves also responsible for the cult of

Rome and of Caesar. In this way Caesar was

introduced into the local religion, and, what was

much more important, the local religion was absorbed

into the unified system of the Empire. The policy

was almost miiformly successful : the one exception

^ ^ See Prolegomena to AcU, L 199-216.
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was the Sanhedrim of the Jews, which obstinately-

refused the imperial cult and resisted Caligula's

effort to introduce his statue with the same successful

pertinacity as had repelled the efforts of Antiochus

Epiphanes in the days of the Maccabees. The

episode ended disastrously, for the spirit of nation-

alism and unreasoning hate to the government of

Rome roused a rebellion which inevitably led to the

fall of Jerusalem and the violent destruction of Jewish

national life. Henceforward the official Jewish religion

remained a foreign element in the life of the western

world. It could not die, for in spite of rabbinical

extravagances it possessed more ethical truth than

heathenism, and was more sincere in its protest

against superstition. But neither could it form a

synthesis with the better elements of the Roman
world ; the process of accommodation to Greek

philosophy was stopped for many centuries, and the

Jew had neither part nor lot in the life of the empire

in which necessity compelled him to live.

Nevertheless in the end the inevitable synthesis

between Judaism and Greek thought was accom-

plished, though the official world was unable to bring

it about. The small and at first despised sect of

Christians was driven out of the Synagogue and forced

into contact with the heathen world, at first prob-

ably against its will. There is nothing to show

that Christians originally desired to break away

from Judaism or to approach the Greeks
;

yet they

did both. When their fellow-countrymen refused to
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ht ir tiny turiitd to ilw (Jcntilcs, and there pnHUe<l

rapidly the abandonment of Jewish practice and the

aswirnilatioii of (Jrcck and (lrac(o-Oricntal fhoii^djt.

From that time on tlie histor}' of Chrixtianity

might [)(• written as a series of synthe^^cs witli the

thought and practice of thir ivoman world, l>eginning

with the circumference and moving to the centre.

The first clement which was absorbed was the least

Roman, the (Jraci'o-Oriental cult.s. Christianity ha<l

been originally the worship of (Jod, as he was under-

stood by the Jews, combined with the belief that

Jesus was he whom God had appointed, or would

appoint, as his representative at the day of judge-

ment. To tliis were now joined the longings for

private* salvation of the less fortunate classes in the

Koman Empire, and their belief that this salvation

could come from sacraments instituted by a J^ord

who was either divine by nature or had attained

apotheosis. It thus became, partly indeed, the

recognition of the Jewish (iod as supreme, but

chiefly the recognition of Jesus as the divine Lord

who had instituted saving mysteries for those

who accepted him. Christianity became the Jewish

contribution to the Oriental cults, ofTering, as the

Synagogue never did, private salvation by super-

natural means to all who were willing to accept it.

Such Christianity became, and such in some

districts, nota])ly in Rome, it remained for one or

two generations. But in Ephesus and possibly

elsewhere a further synthesis was accomplished.
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This sacramentalised Cliristianity began to come to

terms with Greek philosophy, as the other mystery

religions tried to do. It asked what was the philo-

sophic explanation of its Lord, and it hit on the device

of identifying him with the Logos—a phrase common

to several types of philosophy though used in quite

different meanings.

The development of this second synthesis was

comparatively slow. Probably some of the systems

which are loosely described as gnostic were unsuc-

cessful attempts at its accomplishment ; but in the

end the Alexandrian theologians Clement and Origen

followed the lead given them by the Fourth Gospel

and some of the apologists to the triumphant con-

struction of a system which really reconciled in part

and seemed to reconcile entirely the Christian cult

and the later Platonic metaphysics.

Although the general fabric of the Christian

philosophy which was thus built up was in the

main Platonic, not a little was borrowed also from

the system of the Stoics, especially on the border

ground between metaphysics and ethics. This paved

the way for a further synthesis, accomplished more

easily, more thoroughly, and with less perceptible

controversy than had attended either of the others.

Probably the culmination of this conquest of the

Christian Church by the ethics of the Stoa was

reached by Ambrose, who gave to the Christian

world Cicero's popularisation of Panaetius and

Posidonius in a series of sermons which extracted the
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ethic8 of Koine from the scriptures of the (.'hrwtiiinj<.

Tlie ethi(\s of the Stoics were almost wholly adopted

l)y the leaders of (.'hristian thought, es])ecially in the

West, and the teaching of Jesus aa represented in

the Oospels was intcrpreU'd in the interests of this

achievement, which, like the other syntheses, was

largely eflective in proportion as it was unconBcioua.

Probably it was the early stages of this movement

which had rendered possible the acceptance by one

another of Christianity and the Kmi)ire. Certainly

there is still much need of study, even if it produce

only the statement of problems, as to the changed

character of Christianity between the time of Ter-

tullian and Eusebius.

The next few centuries, so far as they were not

occupied in struggling against the eclipse of civilisa-

tion which began in the fifth century, were occupied

in working out the implications of these s\Titheses.

The results were codified in Catholic theology and in

the civil and canon law of the early Middle Ages.

But one more step remained ; after nearly a thou-

sand years Aristotle was rediscovered, and the final

achievement of Christian theolog)' was the synthesis

effected by St. Thomas Aquinas between the Christian

theology and the philo.sophy of Aristotle.

It is a great record of great achievement, for no

one who studies the history of rehgions with any

degree of sympathetic insight can doubt but that

each synthesis was a real step in progress towards

that unification of aspiration with knowledge which
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it is the task of theologians to bring about, and to

express as clearly as they may.

Many centuries have passed since the time of

St. Thomas Aquinas, and the element of tragedy in

the study of the history of religions for the Christian

theologian is that he is forced to admit that never

again has there been a time when the unification of

aspiration and knowledge has been so completely

realised by organised Christianity. It was not long

after this time that epoch-making changes were

made, first in the domain of astronomy and after-

wards in other sciences. They have revolutionised

human knowledge. Nor have human aspirations

stayed where they were. The ideal of justice which

men see to-day is different and assuredly better than

that of a thousand years ago. It extends beyond

the sphere of the law-courts to every branch of human

life. But the doctrines of the Church remain formu-

lated according to the knowledge and aspirations of

the past. The divergence between knowledge and

theological statement has become more and more

obvious every year. There has been no synthetic

progress in theology since the time of St. Thomas

Aquinas, 1 for it is impossible for the student of history

to feel that the Keformation can be regarded as a

synthesis. Indeed it seems ominously like the first

step in that disintegration which has always been

1 Ritschlianism is perhaps an exception : it did at least attempt a

synthesis with science approached through Kantian philosophy. But was

it successful ?
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tlio hust rtUigr in the Htory of each religion. It is

iihsoliitely ccrtjiin that the worhl will onc« uguin home

<lav achievr what it has oftcTi had and often loKt -

the closer approximation of knowledge and aapiniticm

—8o that ita religious system may satisfy the soul of

the saint witliout disgusting the intellect of llie

scholar. What is uncertain is whether this achieve-

ment will he made hy any form of organised Christi-

anitv or is nsiMvcd for some movement which cannot

at present be recogni.sed.'

To trace the whole of these syntheses would l>e

a reasonable programme for many volumes. These

lectures are limited to the discu.ssion of the evolution

of the first and the beginning of the second—that

is to say, the change of Christianity from a Jewish

sect to a sacramental cult and the beginning of the

inovtMiuMit wliirh introduced Greek metaphysics into

its theology.

At the beginning of the first century the control

of the Jewish nation was in the hands partly of Kome,

partly of the high -priests and their families. The

latter, as was natural, held in the main a conservative

attitude towards the laws and customs of their people.

Thcv were rich men— some of them prol)ably could

appreciate the culture if not the thought of Kome

—

and the class in modem Europe which most closely

^ No one has scon this more clcarlj', or rxiir* --f^i it more vividly, than

the late George Tyrrell, especially in his .4 Much Abtueti Lttter and ChrxMi-

an ill/ at the Cross-roads.
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resembles them is that of the aristocratic Turks

of Constantinople—orthodox but not enthusiastic

adherents of the religion of their fathers. They doubt-

less regarded themselves as the leaders of the people :

it was with them, naturally enough, that the Roman

world had to deal, and the price of their failure to

keep the peace between the populace and Kome was

their political extinction and their personal ruin.

The populace demanded that the leaders should secure

national independence ; Kome required that they

should induce the people to cease from asking it.

The task was an impossible one, but history does not

accept impossibility as an excuse for failure.

Closely connected with them were the Herods,

who at intervals assumed a more or less dominating

influence in Jewish affairs. At the time of Christ

one of the family was ruling over Galilee, and another

was destined in a short time to inherit not only this

dominion but also that of Judaea. But though for

political purposes the Herods were capable of playing

Jewish cards, they had become completely absorbed

into the cosmopolitan society of the Empire. They

were as little typical of anything really Jewish as an

educated Indian prince frequenting London society

is typical of Hinduism.

Ultimately more important than the high-priests

or the Herods were two other classes which were

destined respectively to ruin their nation and to save

their church. The one was the party of the patriots,

the other the Scribes and Pharisees.
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Aft^r the tl.'utli of II.t.mI tljo (Jrcjit the U«»iiuin«

iniido a (0118118 of his country, iiiid a ccrtJiin Jiidiu* of

(iiilileo fiidt ivoiirrd to raise tin active reliellion. Tlic

iniliuMuo (.f the ruling claascs in JeniHalcni HUpproHHod

this movement for the time. Imt it remained, as

.losephus ' terms it, the fourth phih).s(>i)liy, or »eet,

among the Jews, maintaining tliat no pious Jew could

recognise any niler except God, and steadily insist-

ing that active resistance to the power of Home was

justifial)le ;ind even necessar)'. The sect apparently

remained anonymous until about a.d. 06, when one

branch of those who accepted its t<.'nets took to them-

selves the name of 2^alot« and were largely instru-

mental in bringing about those final disturbances

which led to the fall of Jerusalem. We know very

little of tliis party except from Josephus, and the

reasons for wliich liis book was written did not

encourage him to give unnecessary information, but,

judging by resultvS, tlie fourth philosophy must have

l)cen in the first half of the first centurj' a steadily

growing menace to all organised government, willing

to destroy but unable to build, concealing under the

name of patriotism that pathological excitement

which is the delirium of diseased nations.

It is possible, but not certain, that these Jews were

influenced by and possibly helped to produce some

parts of that curious literature known as Apocal}'pses,=

1 Josephaa, Aniiq. iviii. 1. 1 and 6. See also Prolegomena to AcU, i.

421 ff.

• This literature is now available as a whole in R. H. Charles, Apocrypha

and Paeudepigrapha.
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which seems in the main to have been intended to

comfort the discouraged and to inspire them with

enthusiasm by giving them the assurance that a

better time was at hand.

A very different type of Jew was represented by

the Scribes and Pharisees. They believed implicitly

that the law of Moses and the tradition of the elders

had a divine sanction, and that to live in accordance

with it, not to take part in political intrigue, was the

way of Life. Their main object was to interpret the

Law in such a way as to make it possible to follow, and

to extend its explanation so as to cover every possible

problem in practical life. They were opposed to

Jesus during his life, and afterwards bitterly opposed

to his followers. It is therefore natural that there

is in the Christian Scriptures a large amount of polemic

against the Pharisees,^ and there would be probably

more against the Christians in the rabbinical writings

had it not been for the activities of the mediaeval

censors, so that statements in the Talmud which

originally referred to the Christians are concealed

(sometimes obviously but in other cases probably

successfully) by being referred to the Sadducees or

other extinct parties of Jews for whose reputation

neither Synagogue nor Church cared.

^ The suggestion has even been made that some of the polemic in

the gospels, which is—as the text stands—directed against the Pharisees

and Rabbis, was historically intended for the Sadducees. It was too

impori;ant to be lost, and, as those who were originally attacked had

ceased to be import;ant, it was turned against the only Jewish party which

still survived to oppose Christianity at the time when the gospels were

written. See also p. 32.
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Owin^ to the fact that ^cnonitionH nf ChriHtianB

have stM'ii tho oarly hisUirv of the St riln-s ;in.l PhuriwcM

lihnost wliollv throii^li <;laKHeii coh)ure(i l)y early

controversy, it is hard to Ih» fair to the I*harisee».

Taken at their best they probably rrpresent the liiphj-st

form of a rolipion based on codilii'd ethics which tlie

world has ever seen. They did not feel that the Law

was external, for it represented the will of the F'ather,

wiiich rouM not. i)e alien to that of his children if

thi'V understood it ariplit. Tlie " word " was not in

heaven or across the sea, but very nij^h unt<^) them,

in their mouth and in their heart that they mi^ht do it.

That is to say, the Law was not something impo.sed

entirelv from without by a wholly external authority,

but was rather the very perfect expression of what

man would of himself choose to do if he had perfect

knowledge. Tlius the best of the Pharisees no doubt

felt that obedience to the Law and t^) tradition wtis

a labour of love, and the story which is told of the death

of Akiba may be regarded as t}'})ical of the best

both of his predecessors and successors. He was

being put to death by torture when the hour came that

every pious Jew repeats the Shema, " Thou shalt love

the Lord thy God with all thy heart and with all thy

sold." He recited as far as " witli all thy heart,"

and then stopped and smiled. '* How," said one of

the bystanders, " can you smile when you are dying

in agony ?
" " Every day," he replied, " have I

repeated these words, and I could say without hesita-

tion that I loved the Lord with all my heart, but to
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say that I loved him with all my soul, that is to say,

with all my life, was hard, for how can a man say what

he has done with his life before the day of his death ?

But now that the day of my death has come and the

hour for repeating the Shema has returned, and I

have loved the Lord my God with all my heart and

with all my life, why should I not smile ?
" ^

It is not surprising that it was the school of these

men who saved the Jewish Church from extinction

when the nation was destroyed ; neither is it surprising,

though it is sad, that there was deep hatred between

them and the Christians ; for in religion, as in other

things, a really lively hatred requires some degree of

relationship.

It was into this world of Jewish thought and practice

that Jesus came preaching in Galilee. The content

of his preaching is given by Mark as " Repent, for

the Kingdom of Heaven is at hand." Therefore the

two questions of primary importance are the meaning

of the Kingdom of Heaven or Kingdom of God, and

of repentance.

The phrase " the Kingdom of Heaven " is common

in the later Jewish literature and famiHar in Christian

ears. But it is not actually found before the Christian

era, though similar expressions were customary, and

the concept which it covers is often met with in the

^ This is a free rendering, somewhat paraphrased to bring out the mean-

ing, of the account of the martyrdom of Akiba under Tinnius (Tumus)

Rufus in the Jerusalem Talmud (Berakh. ix. 7). See Prolegomena to Acts,

I. 62.
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Old TestaiiK'iit, It means priin.irily the .sr)V{»n*ignty

of GckI in the worlil, not ji kiii^<h)in in the local

sense, ur even in the sense <»f an orj^anisution.

Though in the OKI Testament God is frequently referred

to as a king whose rule is universal even now, the

dominion of a king is not complete or perfect unless

he l)e recognised by Ins subjecti*, and the douiinion

of God is not yet thus recognised or submitted to

throughout the world. The Jewish view seems to

have been that men had fallen away from the rule of

God in the days before Abraham, and that when

Abraham recognised the Lord as his CJod, then for

him—but not for others— the sovereignty of God

was complete. Similarly, when Israel recognised the

Lord as their God there was a nation which accepted

the sovereignty of God. The time would come when

all the world would make this same recognition, but

the day was not yet present, and there was more than

one opinion as to the probable course of events which

would lead up to it.

In general the Jews believed that the universal

recognition of the sovereignty of God would bring

about, or would at least be coincident with, the coming

of the Golden Age, so frequently spoken of by the

prophets, and described with imaginative profusion

in the apocalyptic writings. But it is by no means

always clear whether the Golden Age was the conrlition

or the result of the coming of the Kingdom. Would

the heathen, who knew not God, be converted or be

exterminated ? It is not surprising if there was a
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tendency to confuse the recognition of the sovereignty

of God with the phenomena attending it, and to speak

of the Kingdom of God when the conditions of its

attainment were really meant.

There were two special features in the Jewish

expectation of the future recognition of the sovereignty

of God which were especially liable to be confused

with it in this manner. In the first place, some of

the prophets had spoken of the coming of the Golden

Age and the restoration of the national fortunes of

Israel. Sometimes this restoration had been associ-

ated with the house of David, sometimes with the

dynasty of the high priest; but frequently no such

association was present, and Christian scholarship has

in general greatly exaggerated the amount of evidence,

especially for a Davidic king. The reason for this

exaggeration is partly verbal. The custom has

^arisen of speaking of this Golden Age as the

" Messianic " Age, which can only mean the age in

which the " Messiah " will appear. " Messiah " is

itself a technical term, but " Messianic " can only be

applied to a person appointed by God to some high

office, and to a period of history only if such a person

be central in it. The really most striking feature of

most of the descriptions of the Golden Age in the Old

Testament and in the apocalyptic books is that there

is no mention of any Messiah at all. But the later

literature emphasised the coming of King Messiah,

and the Jews therefore refer to this period as " the

days of the Messiah." There is no evidence that this
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plinise wjui ust'd until afUT the (hrihtmn era. I'or

this reason it is a great pity tliat scIioIufh, who pcnwin-

ally, of course, know l)«*tt<.'r, constantly unt* ho nnj*U'juI-

ing a term as the Messianic Age. Ii wouhl \>r far

bettor if it were described as the " (Jolden A);*-
'" or

the " good timie." '

This whole conception of tlie coming CJolden Age

was in essence peculiarly Jewish, though parallels can

be found in the religion of all nations. Cognate to

it was another point of view which was not origin-

ally Jewish, but had probably been taken over by the

Jews from Persian thought. This was the e.xpectation

of the Age to Come, which plays so large a part in the

fourth book of Ezra - and in the later literature. An

integral part of the Persian system was tlie belief

that the world would come to an end and be consumed

by fire which would purify it from evil, after which

the righteous would be raised from the dead and take

part in the glorious life of a new world. A super-

natural figure known as the Shaoshyant would take

part in this process, and especially in the Judgement

which would decide whether men should or should not

pass on into the life of the Age to Come.

From the time of Daniel, if not earlier, these ideas

' J. Klausner's Die TtussianigcJu VorsteUungm dta j&duchfn Volke* im

Zeitalter der TannaiUn is probably the clearest statemont of the facto.

* The fourth book of Ez-ra is in many ways the finest of all Apoc«lyp»«i,

and the English authorised version (in which it is called 2 Esdras) is a mapnifi-

cent piece of English, needing, however, occasional elucidation and corrertion

by the critical editions of G. H. Box, The Ezra Affocalypse, and of B. Violet,

in the edition of the Greek Christian writers of the first three centuries

published by the Berlin Academy.
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had been absorbed by the Jews, and though belief in

a resurrection was not universal it had been accepted

by the Pharisees, and was probably more popular

than either the ancient Jewish belief in Sheol or the

imported Greek belief in the immortality of the soul,

of which traces can be found in the Wisdom Literature.

All this is, however, different from the ancient Jewish

tradition of a Golden Age in this world, and there

are plain traces in Jewish literature of the attempt to

reconcile the two systems.

It was obviously possible, by dint of a compara-

tively small confusion of thought, to identify the

Golden Age with the Age to Come, and to suppose

that all the unfulfilled features of the visions of the

earlier prophets would be realised in the Age to Come.

In this case the figure of the Davidic king, if he

happened to be part of the picture, could easily be

transplanted into the Age to Come, and whereas in

the earlier presentation he had the special function of

destroying in a holy war the enemies of Israel, he

could now have the more universal responsibility of

abolishing all evil, and of acting as judge to decide

who should enter into the new world.

It is on general principles entirely probable that

some such accommodation of thought was effected in

some Jewish circles, as it was afterwards among the

Christians. But there is comparatively little evidence

that such was actually the case. Especially is there

very little evidence that the anointed Son of David

was transmuted in this fashion. The most that can
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l»r sjiid is that sorn*' of tlic iimiiy titles wliich wore

applied to the exp€ct<?d Davidic king were also applied

t<» the expected siijxTnatiiral jud^^'e. Hut identity

of title does not ahvavH mean identity of person, and

th(» mMicral descriptions of the two fij^tires are an a nde

(piit«' separate. It would appear that on the whole

the hctter Jews in the time of (.'hristwere looking for

the iliui of the Ape and the Kesurrection, rather than

for the restoration of the kingdom of David. l)ut that

there was a popular minority which still had hopes of

the restoration of the monarchy.

The most thorough attempt to reconcile the two

lines of thought is to be found in the fourth book of

Ezra, which elaborates a complete combination of

both systems with a clearness quite unusual in

apocal}'j:)tic literature. According to this the time

was approaching when the Messiah, by which is clearly

meant the king of Israel, would a})poar, de.stroy all

opposition, and reign for four hundred years. He

and all mankind would then die. The world would

come to an end and be restored to primaeval silence.

Then would follow the Resurrection and Judgement,

and the bcgimiing of the Age to Come. All the

features of both systems are tlms combined, except

that it appears that the Judgement is the act of Hod

himself, rather than of an especially appointed

representative.

The general result of reading the literature belong-

ing to this period is to create the impression that

recent scholarship has gone much further than is
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justifiable in the attempt to systematise Jewish

thought on eschatology. It has succumbed too

readily to the temptation to find system where there

is none, to base a chronological development of

thought on the discovery, and finally to emend the

texts in its light, and sometimes in its aid. It seems

extremely doubtful whether there was any " generally

recognised " Jewish teaching on this subject. The

belief that God would deliver his people, and that

his sovereignty would be recognised throughout the

world, was no doubt part of the belief of every pious

Jew, but the details were vague and there was no

systematic teaching on them.

If we turn to the gospels we find that the Kingdom

of God is sometimes looked for in the future, some-

times regarded as a present reality. Scholarship in

the last fifteen years has passed through a period in

which the presence of these two elements has been

somewhat hotly debated. The beginning of the

discussion was probably the publication of Johannes

Weiss' monograph ^ on the preaching of Jesus as to

the Kingdom of God, in which he emphasised the future

aspect of the Kingdom. The question was, however,

presented with greater perspective as to its position

in the history of criticism by A. Schweitzer in a book

which he called Vo7i Reimarus zu Wrede. This was

translated into English,^ a fate denied to Weiss, with

the result that in England and America the whole

1 J, Weiss, Die Predigt Jesu vom Reiche Gottes. The first edition of this

book is smaller and better than the second.

2 The Quest of the Historic Jesus.
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pr()l)l('in \v;is a,ss()( i;it4'(l with Schwoitzor'n name.

'I'Ih' position iidopUMl by these writerfl was thiit the

tea<'hing of Jesus wjus mainly eschatolopiral, that is

to Siiy, it looked forward to the coming of the end of

the world. In tlie enthusiasm of the rediscovery c»f

this point of view l)y no means unkncjwn to our

ancestors, and universal in the early Church-

Schweitzer and others went ratlier furtlier than the

evidence permitted, and endeavoured to explain

eschatologically passages not susceptible of that

meaning, but that does not excuse the foolish acrimony

with which the less learned, especially among liberal

Protestants, assailed them, nor the attempt to cut

out from the text of the gospels all eschatological

reference.

At present the question has apparently reached

equilibrium by the general recognition that it is

impossible to excise or to explain away the paR.S{iges

in the gospels in which the Kingdom of Heaven

is clearly regarded as future, and that it is equally

impossible to ignore those in which it Ls regarded

as a present reality. Probably, however, it has

even now not been sufficiently perceived that the

solution of the problem is not to be found in the

literary criticism of the gospels, but in the history of

the phrase, Kingdom of God. This rendered in-

evit-able the double use of the phrase. Sometimes it

was used strictly, and referred to a present reality

within the grasp of all willing to reach out to it, and

accept the conditions imposed on its attainment, of
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which Jesus was so frequently speaking. But at other

times, by an entirely natural extension of its meaning,

it was used of the period when the recognition of

the sovereignty of God would be universal. In this

sense it was still future. It was at hand, but not

yet present, even though that generation would

not entirely pass away before it was accomplished.

There is no exegetical obstacle to accepting this view,

for it is the plain and simple meaning of simple

phrases ; but there is the theological difficulty that

it represents an expectation on the part of Jesus

which was falsified by history. ^ That generation has

passed away, and many others after it, and the

Kingdom of God has not yet come. Indeed, it is

scarcely orthodox any longer to expect it in the

manner in which the gospels represent Jesus to have

foretold its coming.

But even when it is conceded that Jesus in some

places in the gospels did undoubtedly contemplate

the coming of the Kingdom in the future, it remains

a problem, which has as yet attracted too little

attention, whether he identified the eschatological

phenomena attending its coming with the reign of

the anointed scion of the house of David, or with the

end of this age and the inauguration of the Age to

Come. In general it seems to me far more likely that

he looked for the Age to Come rather than for the

reign of the Son of David, though the evidence is

1 I have endeavoured to deal with this question in the Stewardship of

Faith, pp. 36 fE.
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admit («'.lly not. vrry full or ••ntircly Batinfartory. It

is, liowovo.r, at least clear that in Iuh anHwcr to the

vouiil; in.in who askecl .lesiis what he fthould do,*

eternal life is treaUui as synonymoiw with the Kinp-

(loni of (!<mI. The yount; man aske<l what was

necessary to inherit eternal life, and whon Jesns told

him that he should observe the eommandment«, hcII

all that he had and pive to the poor, he was f^ricved.

Jesus then said. "
I low hardly will those that have

riches enter into the Kinplom of (!od." Obviously

eternal life and the Kingdom of (iod are here identical,

and there is no doubt that the Jews expected

eternal life in the Age to Come, not in the Days of

the Messiah. Moreover, the continuation of the

narrative—the implied question of Peter, " Lo, we

have left all and followed thee "— intro<luces the

statement of Jesus, " There is no one who has left

home, or brothers, or sist-ers, or mother, or father, or

children, or lands, for my sake and for the good news,

who shall not receive a hundredfold now in this

time—houses, and brothers, and sisters, and mothers,

and children, and lands, with persecutions, and in

the Ape to Come life everlasting," The distinction

here between " this time " and the Age to Come is

entirely Jewish, and shows that in the previous

paragraph the Kingdom of Ood and eternal life were

associated in the mind of Jesus with the Age to

Come.

But, it may be said, did not Jesus identify himself

» Mark x. 17 fl.
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with the Davidic Messiah ? Undoubtedly his dis-

ciples did so in the circles represented by Matthew

and Luke, but it is doubtful whether the gospel of

Mark represents this point of view, and the question

of Jesus to the Pharisees, how David in the Scriptures

could call the Messiah Lord if he were his son, is

pointless, except on the assumption that Jesus did

not regard himself as the Son of David. ^ On the other

hand, the identification of Jesus with the Son of

Man, whether by himself or by his disciples, can in

no case affect the question, because the figure of the

Son of Man in Jewish literature is an integral part

of the inauguration of the Age to Come, not of the

reign of the Davidic king.

Thus it seems probable that one part of the

teaching of Jesus was the announcement that this

age is coming to its end and that the Age to Come

is rapidly approaching, when the Kingdom of God

will be universally realised. Those who wish to pass

on into the life of the New Age must prepare them-

selves by accepting already the sovereignty of God

at whatever cost it may be. Nothing physical or

social must be allowed to stand in the way ; relations,

property, eyesight, hands or feet must all be sacrificed

if they stand between man and his perfect acceptance

of God's sovereignty ^ ; few men have lived up to this

standard, and to reach it they must repent.

Repentance to a Jew in the first century meant

primarily change of conduct, but it is a misunder-

1 Mark xu. 35. ^ M^rk ix. 43 ff. ; cf. Matt. v. 29 ff.
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Ktandiiig of tlio .Jewish poHJtion t<» MippoM* llutt by

this they cxclinlfM it irnlt«Nl did not definitely intend

u chanm* of heart. A typit!Al example of the

meaning of repentance in Jewish hterature is the

st^)rv of Hal>l)i Kliozer hen Diirdaiya,* who was

famous for his consistently immoral life, but waa

stunp t<^) the heart one day when one of his com-

panions ca.sually remarked that for him at leaat no

repentance could avail. Then, continues the story,

he went forth, and sat between the hills, and .said,

" Ye mountains and hills, .seek mercy for me." liut

they said, " Before we .seek mercy for you, we must

seek it for ourselves, for it is said, The mountains

shall depart and the hills be removed." Then he

said, " Heaven and earth, ask mercy for me." But

they said, " Before we ask mercy for you, we must

ask it for ourselves, as it is said. The heavens shall

vanish like smoke, and the earth shall wax old as a

garment." Then he said, " Sun and moon, ask mercy

for me." But they said, " Before we ask for you,

we must ask for ourselves, as it is said. The moon

shall be confounded, and the sun ashamed." Then

he said, " Planets and stars, ask mercy for me."

But they said, " Before we ask for you. we must ask

for ourselves, as it is said, All the hosts of heaven

shall be dissolved, and the heaven shall be rolled up

as a scroll." Then he said, " The matter depends

wholly upon mc." He sank his head between his

knees, and cried and wept so long that his soul went

' Quoted by C. G. MonteBore in the Proltgomtna to AcU, pp. 71 f.
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forth from him. Then a heavenly voice was heard

to say, " Rabbi Eliezer ben Durdaiya has been

appointed to the life of the world to come." But

Rabbi Jehudah I., the Patriarch, wept and said,

" There are those who acquire the world to come in

years upon years ; there are those who acquire it in

an hour." The story is an admirable parallel to that

of the Prodigal Son and shows that the best rabbinical

and the best Christian teaching on repentance were

identical as to its nature and efficacy.

It is thus clear that there was not any essential

difference between Jesus and his contemporaries

as to either the meaning of the Kingdom of God or

the necessity and power of repentance. The differ-

ence between them came in the kind of conduct which

was necessary for membership in the Kingdom of

God and prescribed for repentance. It was at this

point that Jesus came into sharp conflict with the

two parties previously described, the Fourth Philo-

sophy and the Scribes and Pharisees.

The difference between Jesus and the Pharisees

was one of interpretation. Both he and they

regarded the Law as the revelation of God's will, and

Jesus himself was emphatic in declaring that it was

binding and that he did not wish to destroy it. But

the Pharisees endeavoured to make the Law cover

every detail of human life by combining it with clever

verbal interpretations which stretched its meaning

in every direction. Jesus, on the other hand,

appealed from the letter of the Law to its original
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|)iirj).).se, whicli la* lifld U) l>e llie houelit of iiiun.' If,

therefore, tliere was any contradiction l>etwcen the

letter of the Law and it8 origirml piir|>o8e, it was the

purpose which was dominant. No one can doubt

that in this respect Jesus followed a jirinciple in-

contestal)!}' correct l)Ut extraonlinarily <iifli<ult of

application. It contains, moreover, implicit in it an

ajipeal to conscience, for it was really by this rather

than by historic knowledge that the ultimate purpose

of the Law was revealed. The final test of formularies

which appeal to the intellect is whether they are true

and of codes defming conduct whether they are

right, but the perception of truth and of right depends

in the end on reason and on conscience,' and the

ditiicultv and obscuritv which attend their application

constantly frighten men into trying to substitute

some easier way for that of Jesus : but here too the

saying is true tliat " narrow is tlie way that leadeth

unto life."

Far more deep-seated was the difference between

Jesus and the Fourth Philosophy. It is only nece^-

' Sec Mark ii. 27. For the meaning of Son of Man in thi« paAnapp mx

p. 50.

' Neither reason nor ronscience i« infallible : the tribunal of history

condemns many actions which were undoubtedly dictated by eonacience.

Nevertheless we have no better guides in action, and both re&son and con-

science have the peculiarity that the more they are used the better do they

become, and conversely that if they be neglected they cca»e to be available

in time of need. Men who habitually use their powers in order to circumvent

cither conscience or reason in the end find they are unable to use them at

all. The distinrtion between right and wrong disappears when conscience

dies, and that between fact and fiction when reason is neglected. The one

is the danger which besets clever politicians, the other the nemesis which

waits on popular preachers.
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sary to put oneself back in the position of a Jew

of Galilee in the first century, inspired by the

patriotic teaching of Judas of Galilee and his

followers, to understand how extraordinarily un-

popular the teaching of Jesus must have been in

Galilee. Such a Jew believed that the continuance

of the Eoman rule was an intolerable injustice, that

it ought not to be endured, that resistance to it was

right and proper and would be crowned with success

by the intervention of God. If he heard Jesus say,

" Love your enemies, do good to them that hate you,

bless them that curse you ... as ye would that

men should do to you do ye to them likewise ; for if

ye love them that love you what thank have you . . .

love ye your enemies," what would such a man have

thought ? In the light of the experiences of our

own time there is no reason for wonder that Jesus

in the end found it impossible to live in Galilee. The

marvel is that he escaped with his life.

The contrast between such teaching and that of

the Fourth Philosophy is so obvious that it could

never either escape attention or be denied if it were

not for the absence of any definite mention of this

party in the gospels. The probable explanation is

that by the time that the gospels were written the

Fourth Philosophy had ceased to exist, and that in

Greek circles this party was never prominent. The

result was that there was no reason to perpetuate

any tradition as to controversy between Jesus and

the Fourth Philosophy. The only dispute with the
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JcwH in which the Christians of t!ic generation that

j)r()<lur((l the gospels were interest^nl Wiis that with

tlic ral»l>is. th«' lineal descendants of the Tharisces.

'I'iiiis they preserved the story <»f argiinjents U'twoon

.lesus and the Pliarisees, Imt not Ixitween him and

the representiitives of (»ther schools. This, however,

did not mean tliat the t<?aching of Jesus CiiUed out

1)V the Fourth IMiilosophy was not preserved. Tlie

teaching itself was given, Init, just as in the Talmud

the sayings of rabbis arc often given without historic

context, so also in Chri.stian tradition the wijings

of Jesus usually appear without the incidents wliich

had called them out. In exactly the same way,

except for the final scene in Jerusalem, the priesta

and Sadducees are not mentioned ; tliey played no

part in the life of the Christian generation which

produced the gospels. There was, however, a special

reason why the non-resistant teaching of Jesus should

be preserved even when its historic background was

lost. Though the Fourth Philosophy had ceased to

have any contact with the Church, the persecution

of Christians was an actual problem, and the practical

difficulty of right conduct under its stress kept alive

teaching which might otherwise have been forgotten.

The question is sometimes asked whether such

teaching is really consistent with the violent cleansing

of the Temple. The true answer is probably not to

be found in any ingenious harmonisation, but rather

in accentuating the fact that the " non-resistant
"

teaching in the Sermon on the Mount deals with the
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line of conduct to be observed towards foreign

oppressors and violence from without. The sacer-

dotal money-changers and sellers of doves in the

Temple were not the " oppressors of Israel." Israel

was called on to suffer under Eoman rule, and the

righteous to endure violence at the hands of the

wicked, for that was the will of God, who in his own
good time would shorten the evil days. But the

manipulation of the sacrificial system as a means of

plundering the pious was a sin of Israel itself, against

which protest and force were justified. What the

heathen and the wicked do is their concern and

God's, but the sius of Israel are Israel's own ; against

them the righteous in Israel may execute judgement.

It would be an affectation to suggest that this

subject does not raise questions of the greatest

practical importance for the present age; no one

is justified in evading the issues presented. The

teaching of Jesus represents a non-resistant attitude

which has come to be described as " pacifist," and

the world has just passed through a crisis which

has proved that "pacifism" and "non-resistance"

are impossible policies. What does this mean for

those who profess and call themselves Christians ?

It cannot mean that they ought to adopt a non-

resistant policy either in personal or in national

affairs, for experience (which has, after all, some

merit) seems to prove that the poHcy of not

resisting evil leads to its triumph rather than its

defeat. But this fact gives no justification for

D
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rxplaiiiini; jiway or wiitoriiif; down the plain and

int<llii:il»lt> toachin^ of Jchus.' It wan his teuchinj?

;

it may liave been right and wim; for liin imnie<iiiit<»

liean-rs ; luit it is not wise or right a.s the Kcncrul

l>asis of conduct, whether personal or national. If

Jesus intended to lay down a general principle of

conduct we have to admit, that he was wrong, or

adopt the pacifist position. There is nothing in the

context to suggest that he thought of a limited appli-

cation of his words, nor in the days of persecution

whicli followed did C'hri.stians so interj)ret him. If,

therefore, lie was wrong it is necessary to ask how

we can explain the error.

The answer seems to lie in a comparison of the

attitude adopted by the Jews of the first centur}' on

the one hand, and by ourselves on the other, as to

the working of God in the world. The Jew believed

not merely in an omnipotent God, l)Ut in a (Jod who

constantly used his power quite indei)endently of

the action of men. We, on the contrary, believe

that the universe is so constituted that human action

bears a fixed relation to the course of events. What

men do or do not bears a definite relation to the

events which will follow, and we no longer look for

God to help those who are unwilling to help them-

selves. One of the means which we possess of helping

ourselves is force, physical force. We have the

powder to use it for good or for evil. It is as culpable

* The sitnation becomes pathetically impossible when men's theoIf>sical

conscience is shocked by the suggestion that Jesus was wrong, and their

political conscience by the claim that he should be obeyed.
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not to use force when occasion requires as it is to use

it when occasion does not.

This is tolerably plain to us, but it was not toler-

ably plain to the Jew of the first century. The war

has brought out the human limitations of the ethics

of Jesus by the intellectual horizon of his own time

as clearly as the application of literary criticism to

the Old Testament brought out the defects of his

knowledge of the authorship of the Jewish scriptures.

Just as it was wrong and futile to pretend that when

he said " David said " and quoted a psalm, he did

not mean to ascribe it to David, it is futile to argue

that when he said " resist not evil " and " love your

enemies " he sanctioned the patriotic pursuit of war.



II

For the historj' of the disciples after the de^th of

Jesus we are dependent upon a sinple source, the

Acts of the Apostles, which can, however, be con-

trolled, and to some extent corrected, by the gospels

and by the epistles of Paul.

It is now generally recognised that if any one

wishes to write a life of Christ he ought to base his

work not on the gospels as we have them now, but

rather on the information provided by the critical

analysis of the gospels as to their sources. These

sources, or at least the two oldest and most im-

portant, have become well known as Mark and Q.

Every one nowadays is aware that behind Matthew

and Luke is a document which was almost or entirely

identical with our Mark, and that in addition to this

both Matthew and Luke used another source, or

possibly sources, to which the name of Q is given.

In general, however, there is a tendency among

those who have acquired this insight into the com-

position of the gospels from lectures or from little

books rather than by the study of a s}Tiopsis to

36
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attach altogether too rigid an importance to these

results.

Mark, though a document of early date and un-

surpassed value, is the Greek edition of an earlier

Aramaic tradition, probably, though not certainly,

in documentary form before it was translated. It

would be a miracle if it contained nothing due to the

Greek circle in which its present form was produced.

Q, after all, is the name, not of an existing document,

but of the critical judgement that there is a document-

ary source behind material common to Matthew and

Luke but absent in Mark. This critical judgement

U accepted by theologians as well as critics ; but

theologians, with a distrust of criticism not wholly

unjustified, frequently prefer a mechanical to a

rational application of this discovery, and dignify

their preference by calling it objective, though it is

difi&cult to see why a process should be regarded as

objective, in any valuable sense of the word, because

it automatically accepts as derived from Q everything

common to Matthew and Luke, and leaves out all the

rest. It is merely a method of canonising the sub-

jectivity of Matthew when it agrees with that of Luke,

or of Luke when it agrees with that of Matthew, and

damning both of them when they happen to disagree.

Why the subjectivity of the editors of the gospels

becomes objective when it is accepted by modern

writers is a little difficult to see.

The result of this concentration of attention on

the value of synoptic criticism for the life of Jesus
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and iA till' lu'^lcct of llu' cditurial Hubjectivity of the

evangelists has been u j»eneml tendency to overlook

th«' value «>f tlie gospelrt n8 the record of the opinion

of the generation \v!ii«li produced them. Yet

olniously there ure no other d(Kiiment« which tell

us tlie views liehl in the early Church of the teaching

and oflice of ('hrist. On tliis 8ul)ject they give even

more information than Act.s, and enable us to control

it by showing the gradual development of thought

and language in the Christian communits

.

Similarly, for a slightly later period and for a

different locality, the Pauline epistles give us glimpses

of the process of development—a process by no

means always peaceable—of which the results are

recorded in the second part of Acts.

In tliis way the critical use of the gospels, the Acts,

and Pauline epistles enable us to trace the general

outline of the early stages of the synthesis between

primitive Jewish Christianity and the spirit of

Graeco-(3riental mysteries. It takes us in succession

into Jerusalem, Antioch, and Corinth, not because

these were the only churches which grew up in this

period, but because it is in the main their tradition

which is preserved in the documents at our disposal.

What was the course of events immediately after

the death of Jesus ? There is no period of which the

details are more obscure, but the criticism of Mark

and Acts enables us to reconstruct its general outline.

The fortunate preservation of Mark enables us to
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correct the narrative of Acts. If we had Acts

alone we should have no doubt but that the disciples

stayed in Jerusalem, and settled there from the

time when they entered it with Jesus on the first

Palm Sunday until the day when they left it to

preach to the world outside. Mark, however, is

convincing proof that Acts has omitted a complete

incident. In Mark xiv. 28 Jesus is represented as

saying, " After I am risen I will go before you into

Galilee," and in Mark xvi. 7 the young man at the

tomb says, " Go tell his disciples and Peter that he

goes before you into Galilee, there ye shall see him."

The sequence of events clearly implied is that the

disciples after the death of Jesus went back to

Galilee, where they saw the risen Jesus. Inspired by

this vision, they returned to Jerusalem to wait for his

return in triumph, and meanwhile to continue the

work which he had begun. Unfortunately the end

of Mark, which undoubtedly described the details,

has disappeared, but the general sequence is as clear

as anything can be which is not definitely narrated.

The general tenor of the narrative in Acts makes

it plain that in Jerusalem they settled down as a

separate synagogue. Any ten Jews had a right to

form a synagogue of their own, and general com-

munity of interests, joined to opinions differing from

those of others, would be the natural basis of its

organisation ; but it is sometimes hard for Christians,

who have come to think of identity of opinion,

especially on points beyond the reach of proof, as
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the basis of ecclesiastical life, to uiidoratand that

Palestinian .Iiidaisni adinitt^'d the widest possiljle

Ti\n\i,o of tlioiipht, and that the Cliurch of Israel rested

not on uniformity of thought, but on obedience to the

r.aw. Nat urally t hero was in point of fact consideral)le

agreement in opinion, ami naturally also diflerence

of opinion led to quarrels and hostility ; but in

general the Churcli of Israel in the first centur}' was

as characteristically based on uniformity of conduct

as the Christian Church in the fourth and following

centuries was based on uniformity of opinion.

On three points tliis synagogue of the Nazarenes,

as the disciples were called, diflered from other

Jews: (1) They held the opinion that they were

inspired, at least at intervals, by the Spirit of God
;

(2) they followed a special kind of communistic rule

which they probably regarded as fulfilling the teach-

ing of Jesus
; (3) they lield and preached distinctive

opinions about Jesus liimself.

The opinion that the disciples were inspired by

the Holy Spirit was in some ways the keystone of

Christian life. It formed a connecting link with the

authority of Jesus himself ; for, whatever the later

generation of Christians may have thought, it is

clear from Mark that Jesus in his public preaching

never claimed the authority of any special office or

function such as that associated with the word

"Messiah '" or with the title ''Son of Man.'" even though

he may have allowed an inner ring of disciples to

believe that these were the ofiB.ces to which he was
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entitled. Nor during his lifetime did he even permit

his followers in their preaching to ascribe any such

rank to him. The authority which he actually

claimed for his words and deeds was that of the

Holy Spirit of God ; and those who maintained that

he cast out demons by the power of Satan were, he

said, guilty of blasphemy against the Holy Spirit.

It is probable that the gospel tradition is trustworthy

which associates his baptism at the hands of John

the Baptist with his first consciousness of this

inspiration.

Jesus, then, had claimed for himself, openly and

publicly, the authority of the Holy Spirit. There

is no evidence that any of his disciples had claimed

this for themselves during his lifetime, but after

his death it seemed to them that the Spirit which

had filled their Master had descended on them,

inspiring their words and guiding their actions.^

What ought to be our verdict on this claim of the

first Christians ? To see the question in its true

light it is necessary to distinguish between the

experience of the Christians and the opinion which

they held about it. Their opinion was that they

had been taken possession of by the Spirit of God,

which was acting through them, so that their words

and deeds had the authority no longer of fallible

man but of the omnipotent and infallible God. This

theory was a heritage from a distant past in Israel

• I have discussed the story of the gift of the Spirit at Pentecost in the

Earlier Epistles of St. Paul, pp. 241 fE., and have added some critical remarks

on the various forms of the tradition in the Prolegomena to Acts, i. 322 f.
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when till' Spirit of the Lnr<l liii<l l»ccn rogardeti iu<

the source nf all txt iiordiiuirv eveiiU*, giKxl or evil.

Liit4T, evil events liad im Imi'^tT lucn attriljutcd to

the Spirit of the Lord. I»ut t^i demons (ir unclean

spirits who peoj)K'd the c;irth and to(»k i
-n of

men as they found opportunity. To ;,..... were

att.ril)ut<ed disease, misfortune, and especially the

ravinfT of madness, wliile liealing and ])rophecy were

attrihutcd to the Divine Spirit.

hi modern times we no longer attribute dificase,

misfortune, or madness to devils, not because these

phenomena have ceased, but because we have a dif-

ferent theory of their origin, which, on the whole,

produces more satisfactorj' therapeutic results than

the theory of possession. Similarly the ])henomena

of prophecy, which the Jews ascribed to the Spirit

of God, remain. There has never been a generation

lacking in men who believe that their action and

speech are being governed by a compelling force,

separate from the ordinary process of volition. Those

who have this experience seem to themselves to be, as

it were, the spectators of their own deeds, or to be

listening to their owti utterances. Under its influ-

ence individuals, groups of men, or even nations, are

carried away by inexplicable waves of passion or

enthusiasm which, once aroused, cannot be resisted

till their force is spent. This consciousness has been

felt in var}'ing degree in every generation, and the

progress of humanity can never be explained unless

it be taken into account. Sometimes, in the inevitable
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reaction after the psychic stress of such experiences,

men have resented, doubted, or denied the validity

of their own consciousness ; sometimes they have

regarded it as possessing a value exceeding all else

in life. Usually those who have it attract the

hostility of their contemporaries, scarcely tempered

by the allegiance of a few followers, and their names

are forgotten in a few years, but sometimes the

verdict of contemporary hatred is reversed by pos-

terity, which endeavours to compensate by legendary

honours for the contempt and contumely of life.

The problem presented by this experience is really

twofold. It calls for a judgement as to its origin and

for a judgement as to its value, and on neither point

has there as yet been sufficiently clear discussion.

Does the experience of controlling force which

the prophet feels really come from some external

influence, or is it merely his consciousness of ordi-

narily unknown depths in his own nature ? It is

obvious that a theory of prophecy could be made on

lines rendered familiar by psychologists, by suggest-

ing that what happens in a prophetic experience is

the sudden " coming up " of what is ordinarily " sub-

liminal." It is, however, important to remember

that this is merely a modern hypothesis, just as the

Jewish view of inspiration was an ancient one. But

it is impossible in a rational theology to combine

fragments of two wholly diflerent explanations of

life and of the universe. " The Spirit " was an

admirably intelligible phrase in the Jewish or early
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II

Christijin view of the uni\' not fit

in Well with the modern vi«,'\v of tin' iinivcrse.

Siiiiiliirly the tln-ory of Hul)liinimil action fita very

woll into the modern view, hut not into that of

tru(lition;il Christian theuh>gy. Proachere seem t-o

make a serious mist^ike when they try to romhino

the hmguage of two rival hypotheses to explain tlie

same human experience.

The judgement of value which ought to be passed

on the prophets is no clearer than the judgement of

origin. The early Church knew perfectly well that

there were true prophets and false prophets,' and so

did the Jews, but in the end the only w^ay of distin-

guishing them was to say that a true prophet was

a prophet who was right, and a false prophet was a

prophet who was wrong. Nor can we arrive at any

different judgement. The truth is,—and unfortu-

nately the modern world is sometimes in danger of

forgetting it,—that the difference between right and

wrong, fact and fancy, possibility and impossibility, is

inherent in the nature of things and incapable of

modification by hmnan beings, prophets or otherwise.

It carmot be changed by the glowing utterances of

poets, prophets, or preachers, or by the unanimous

votes of peoples. All that man can do is to discover

it and obey it with hmuihty. The mere fact of dis-

covery arouses in some men an emotion which for

the moment seems to change their being, but their

^ I have discussed the history of early Christian attempts to distinguish

false from true prophets in " De strijd tusschen het oudste Christendom

en de bedriegere" in the TheologUch Tijdschrijt, xliL 395-411.
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emotion does not change or increase the truth, and it

may be questioned whether in some cases it has not

prevented them from seeing rightly the value of what

they have found. For the same deep emotion is

sometimes caused by error, and there are few mistakes

more deadly than to judge the truth of what a man
says, or the value of what he does, by the emotion

which he feels himself—however sincerely—or arouses

in others—however vehemently.

The way of life which the first Christians adopted

was especially marked by an attempt to organise

themselves on commimistic principles. The Chris-

tians shared all things ; those who had property

realised it, and pooled the proceeds in a common
fund, which was distributed to individual members

as need arose. It is impossible not to recognise in

this action consistent and literal obedience to the

teaching of Jesus. The disciples had followed Jesus

to the end of his journey in Jerusalem ; they were

waiting for his manifestation in glory, and sold all

that they had and gave to the poor. But in terms

of political economy the Church was realising the

capital of its members and living on the division of

the proceeds. It is not surprising that under these

circumstances for the moment none was in need

among them, and that they shared their food in

gladness of heart, for nothing so immediately relieves

necessity or creates gladness of heart as living on

capital, which would be indeed an ideal system of

economy if society were coming to an end, or capital
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wore not. It is prohiihU* tliat the Church thought

that society would soon end, but it proved to be

wrong, and it is not surprising that the same l>ook,

which in its early chapters relates the remarkable

lack of poverty among the Christians, has in the end

U) describe the generous help sent by the Gentile

churches to the poor brethren.

We may, however, surmise that the breakdown of

this communistic experiment was accompanied by

other diificulties in the Church. It appears that by

this time Christianity had attracted the favourable

attention of a number of Jews who belonged at least

by origin to the Diaspora, and this intro<luced a new

element, destined in the end to become dominant

and nmch more ()i)jectionablc t]i;in the original

disciples to the Jews of Jerusalem. We know from

other sources that among the Hellenistic Jews was

a tendency to liberalism, or Hellenism. This touched

the Jews where they were most sensitive, for it

affected not opinion but conduct, and seemed to

threaten the destruction of the Jewish Law. They

were apparently willing to tolerate Peter and the rest,

so long as they confined themselves to holding

peculiar opinions about the Messiah, and remained

perfectly orthodox in their fulfilment of all the

reqiiirement-s of the Law. But when the s}Tiagogue

of the Nazarenes took to themselves Hellenists the

situation became intolerable : a severe persecution

arose, Stephen was killed, and the rest of the Hellen-

istic party were driven out of Jerusalem, though the
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original disciples remained, for the time at least,

in comparative peace. The Hellenists scattered

throughout the Gentile neighbourhood of Palestine,

and their future history will have to be considered

later.

The opinion which the disciples held of Jesus now

became part of their preaching in a manner which

had not been the case during his lifetime. To

distinguish its nature and development requires a

somewhat critical investigation of the meaning and

history of the titles first used in speaking of Jesus.

The chief of these are Messiah, Son of Man, Son of

God, and Servant. That which in the end was the

most important of all—Lord—was probably not used

until a little later.

Messiah is really an adjective which, translated

literally, means " anointed," or in Greek xp''^'^^'^}

but whereas to say that a man was anointed has no

more meaning in Greek than it has in English, it

had in Hebrew the clear and universally understood

meaning of " consecrated " or " appointed by God."

It was applied in the Old Testament to the high-priest,

and it is habitually used in this sense in the Mishna.

It was also used of Saul, of David, and of some of the

other kings, but always with some defining phrase

attached to it, generally speaking " the anointed of

Jehovah." Without definition it is not found until

the Christian period. There is no reason to suppose

that at the beginning of the first century it was used

exclusively to describe the hope of the Jews that a
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|)riin«' of the liousr of I)ii\i(l uoultl r<^t4»re thoir

fallen fortunos, though in tho liitxT Jewish literature

it wtui used in this way.'

'J'hns if we try to construct the imprcfision which

the early Christians made on the Jews of Jerusalem

by claiming that Jesus was anointed by (lod, we are

obliged to say that the plirase itself only implied his

divine appointment; it did imt by itself indicate

definitely the function t(» which he was appointed.

But the way in which it was used nuist have suggested

two special functions—that of the Davidic prinre

alluded to above, and tliat of the supernatural

representative of God who would judge the world at

the last day.

It is quit€ clear that the writer of Luke and Acts,

and the editor of Matthew, identified Jesus with the

expected Son of David, but there is room for doubt

whether this fully representsS the thought of the first

disciples. There is very little in Mark which identifies

Jesus with the Son of Da\4d. In the preaching of

Jesus the Kingdom of God, so far as it was not the

divine sovereignty, was the Age to Come much more

than the restored monarchy. It is true that the people

of Jerusalem seem to have been looking forward to a

Davidic king, as may be seen from the cries of the

multitude at the entry of Jesus into Jerusalem.

It is also true that Bartimaeus greeted Jesus as Son

of David ; but there is notliing in the recorded words

^ The history of the phrase in the Old Testament and in Jewish literature

is discussed by G. F. Moore in the Prolegomena to Ads, pp. 346 ff.
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of Jesus to show that he accepted this view. It

seems, therefore, probable that just as the people

were thinking of the splendours of a restoredmonarchy,

while Jesus was speaking of the reign of God in the

Age to Come, so they were looking for a Davidic

Messiah, and explained Jesus' strange and over-

mastering personality in accordance with their own

wishes rather than with his words. It is not the

only point at which the Church followed the leading

of the people rather than the teaching of Jesus.

The figure of the Son of Man destined to be God's

representative at the day of judgement which wiU

divide this age from the Age to Come is prominent

in the undoubted teaching of Jesus, but forms one

of the most difficult problems in New Testament

criticism. There seems but little doubt that " Son of

Man," which in Greek is an unintelHgible phrase rather

than a title, was quite as obscure to the generation

of Greek Christians which produced the present

gospels as it is to ourselves. It was to them merely

the strange self-designation of Jesus. Probably the

editors of the gospels believed that Jesus used. this

phrase continually, and introduced it into their

redactions of early sources without stopping too

narrowly to inquire either whether it had this meaning

in the passage in question, or whether the way in

which they were using it was consistent with the

connotation of the phrase. The result is that both

in Mark and in Q there are passages in which " Son of

Man " represents an Aramaic phrase which might be

E
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translated literally in this wny, hut woiiUi ho idioinntir-

iiUv iiMitlrrt'd " iii;ui." l*'(>r inHt-iin(< .
tolmihly

cortiiin that irt th«' passage in which Jcsuh npcaks of

the Suhhath and says, " The Sal)bath wim nm<io for

man and not man for tho Sald)at)i," he n'ally con-

tinmMl. *'
s<» that man is h)rd also of the Sahhath,"

hut in unidiomatic translation the wonl meaning

"man " was rendered ** Son of Man " and interpreted a«

rcfrrriiii,' tn .irsiis himself. Tin* reii&on for saying

that this is tolerahly certain is that the only alternative

is that " Son of Man " really meant " .leans," and waa

intended as a reference U) the *' Son of Man " who

plays a part in some of the apocalypses, and it seems

inconceivable that Jesus, who forhade his disciples

to tell the public that he was the Messiah, could so

openly have claimed this dignity.

Discussion of the phrase " Son of Man " has been

going on for many years, and has made it increasingly

clear that, apart from the unidiomatic translations

referred t^ above, apocah^tic usage Is the most

important factor in the problem. An obscure but

impressive passage in Daniel was taken u}> in the

Book of Enoch, which describes in the Similitudes the

vision of a Man—or in Aramaic phraseology^ a " Son

of Man "—in heaven, who was " anointed," that is

to say consecrated by God, to act as the judge at the

end of the age. Jesus appears to have used thus

expression, and to have anticipated the speedy coming

in judgement of this Man on the clouds of heaven.

This much may be regarded as agreed upon by all
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investigators. But the curious and striking thing is

that in none of the Marcan passages in which it is

used in this sense does it unambiguously refer to

Jesus himself. No doubt the disciples were con-

vinced that it did, but it is therefore all the more

interesting and important that his actual words as

reported by them do not necessarily confirm their

opinion. On the other hand, there is a series of

passages peculiar to Mark (that is to say, none of

them is found in Q) in which " Son of Man " does not

refer to any coming in judgement, but to the approach-

ing passion, death, and resurrection of Jesus. If he

really uttered these words, beyond doubt he meant

himself by the Son of Man, and was introducing an

entirely unparalleled and new element into the

delineation of this supernatural figure. But did he

use these words ? In the description of the passion,

death, and resurrection it is generally recognised that

the exactness of the prediction probably owes some-

thing to the disciples' later knowledge of the actual

course of events. Their conduct at the arrest of

Jesus, and the entire absence of any sign of expectation

of the resurrection, render it very improbable that

Jesus spoke with the definiteness ascribed to him.

In this case, therefore, there is decided reason for

thinking that the phrase "Son of Man " may itself

belong to the embellishment rather than to the body

of tradition.

Thus the passages in which Jesus certainly uses

" Son of Man " are ambiguous— they need not
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In rily refer t<» hini, ami tin' j
. iii« h

unambiguously refer to liiiii were not certainly

Bpokeii l.v liim. l''<»r tliis rt-asoii it is somewhat

more probaltle than not that the identification of

Jesus with the Son of Man was not made })y Jchus

himself. liut it certainly embcMJies the earliest

opinion of the disciples concerning him, and it is in

all probability to this apocalyptic figure of the Man

in heaven, predestined to judge the world and anointed

bv (;(m1 for that purpose, that the Markan tradition

(we cannot speak with certainty of i}) referred when

it described Jesus as " anointed."

A little later the circles represented by Matthew

and Luke added to this the more popular expectation

of the restored monarchy of the house of Daviil;

but the original stamp was never lost, and the functions

of tlie Christian Messiah, as apart- from his name,

wore ahvavs those of the Man of iMioch, much more

tlian those of the Davidic kinp nf the I'salms of

Solomon.

Finally, the concept of the Man who was to judge

the world was extensively modified by the actual

course of the passion, death, and resurrection of Jesus,

and the Lukan writings, though probably not Mark,

Q, or even Matthew, facilitated or confirmed this

process by connecting the story of Jesus with the

picture given in the fifty-third chapter of Isaiah of

the suffering of the righteous Servant of the Lord.

The Servant is a comparatively common title in

the Old Testament for those who faitlifully carried
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out the will of God ; it is used of Abraham, David,

and Job among the sons of Israel, of Cyrus among

the heathen, of Israel in general, and of the righteous

portion of Israel in particular. In some parts, but

not in all, the suffering of the Servant, whoever he

may be, is emphasised ; but there is no trace in the

Old Testament, or in the later Jewish writings, that

these descriptions were regarded as predictive of the

future. It was inevitable that the resemblance of

the death of Jesus to Isaiah liii. should sooner or later

strike Christian readers of the Old Testament, but it

does not appear to have done so immediately, and it is

doubtful whether Isaiah liii. was the first " suffering
"

passage in the Old Testament to be ascribed to him.

It is more probable that the use of the twenty-

second Psalm was earlier.

One further title of Jesus in the early Christian

literature remains to be discussed. He is referred to

as Son of God. What would this phrase mean in

Jewish ears ? In general the Jews regarded God as

unique. The idea of a Son of God in any physical

sense, such as seemed natural enough to the heathen

world, would have been imthinkable to them, but

they believed that God himself had used the

phrase metaphorically to describe the relation be-

tween him and his chosen people. It was a

moral sonship, not a physical one in the heathen

sense, or a metaphysical one in the later Christian

sense.

In the later literature the phrase developed on two
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separate linos. TIhtc was the tendency, exemplifu'd

in Bonie (»f the I'salnis, and .still more in the i'siilniH of

Solomon, to use the phrase " Son of (Jod " to de«cril>c

the Davidic king, l)ut it wjih alno lined in (piiu*

a ditlerent .^ense in thi' \Vis(i«jiii Literature jls th«*

de.siription of the rigliteous man, and es|>e( iiillv of

tiie righteoiLS man who suilered.

Iti Christian lit^'rature it secm.s tolerably ch-ar that

the history of the phrase pas^t'd through .several

.stages. The lat^vst, though In the end the most

important for the development of dcK-trine, is that

of metaphysical sonship, whieli f(jll(j\ved upon the

equation of " Son of Ooil * with " Logos." Somewhat

earlier than this, in the early chapters of Luke, and

probably of Mattliew. is an idea of sonship which ap-

proximates to the physical notion of the heathen

world. Earlier still it was probably u.sed as a synonym

for the Davidic Messiah. The question is whether

this is its meaning in the earliest pas.sage of all,—the

account given in the first chapter of Mark of the voice

from heaven at the bapti.sm which said, '' Thou art

my beloved Son in whom I am well pleased." It is

generally held that this is a quotation from the .second

Psalm,* and therefore identifies Jesus with the Davidic

Messiah. But is it quite so certain that it is a quota-

tion from anything ? The words of the Psalm are

really quite dilTerent, " Thou art my Son " instead

of '' Beloved Son," and " This day have I begotten

* W. C. Allen is a noteworthy exception. See his note on Matt. iii. 17 in

the International Critical Commentary. See further Prolegomena to AcU,

pp. 397 ff.
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thee " instead of *' in whom I am well pleased."

Why should we suppose either that the voice from

heaven was restricted to quoting scripture, or that

it did so with quite remarkable inaccuracy ? If,

however, the idea be abandoned that the voice

from heaven necessarily refers to the second Psalm,

it becomes an open question whether Jesus himself

regarded his divine sonship as the Davidic messiah-

ship, or as that divine sonship which the Book of

Wisdom ascribes to the righteous. The problem thus

raised can never be settled, for the evidence is in-

sufficient ; but neither can it be dismissed, for it is

implicit in the gospel itself.

The whole importance of this series of problems in

the history of early Christology is often strangely

mistaken. It seems to many as though the line of

thought suggested above, which reduces to a vanishing

point the amount of Christology traceable, in the

ordinary sense of the word, to Jesus himself, is in

some way a grave loss to Christianity. No doubt it

is a departure from orthodoxy. But if the history of

religion has any clear lesson, it is that a nearer ap-

proach to truth is always a departure from orthodoxy.

Moreover, the alternative to the view stated above

is to hold that Jesus did regard himself as either

one or both of the two Jewish figures, the Davidic

Messiah and the Son of Man described in Enoch.

Both of these are part of a general view of the universe,

and especially of a prognostication of the future,

wholly different from our own, and quite incredible
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tt) iiHulcrn iniiids. ll<»\v do we enclangor the

future (if C'hrifltianity I'V <l<)ul)ting that Jc«ub

ideiitiliiHi liiinself with ligurcs contra! in incnxlible

and now alniust iuiivL'r>ally alKin<l«jned fonn« of

thought '.
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According to Acts the result of the persecution

of Stephen was the spread of Christianity outside

Palestine. As the narrative stands it seems to imply

that before this time there had been no Christian

propaganda outside Jerusalem. But significant

details show that this impression is wrong and merely

due to the fact that the writer gives no account of

the earlier stages.

After the death of Stephen Paul appears to have

continued his persecuting zeal, and obtained authority

to go to Damascus and prosecute the Christians

resident there. Obviously, then, the Christian move-

ment had already spread to Damascus, but there is

no hint in Acts as to how it did so. That in so doing

it had advanced beyond the limits of the Synagogue

is not clear, but Damascus was essentially a Gentile

city, and the following considerations suggest that

it had done so. We know that the Jews of the

Diaspora at this period were filled with a prosely-

tising zeal of which the fact is more certain than the

details. It is also tolerably plain from Philo that

57
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tlnTi" was H 8trong tendency to lIclloniHc and go

flirt }n«r tlian ortluKlox .lewH were willing to tolcniti!.

It is also certain that the out^rv against the Chrii^tiunB

ill Icnisaloni which KhI to the death of Stephen did

iu»t start among the native JewH luit ainon^ the

Ilellenistcj those who belonged to the Hynagogue.s of

the freednien and of the Cyrenacans, AlexandrianH,

Ciliiians, and Asians, who had synagogues in Jeru-

salem.' In a<Miti(in to this, though Acts suggeuta

that the origin of the Seven was the necessity of

administering the funds of the comnmnity, it is dear

that in point of fact it was their })rea(hing which

made them prominent. Finally, it is clear from Acta

that Philip began to preach to the (Jentiles as soon

as he left Jerusalem, and that some of the C^'priots

and Cyrenacans did the same.

There is thus considerable thougli not overwhelm-

ing evidence that preacliing to the CJcntiles began

somewhat sooner than is popularly supposed, and

that before the conversion of I^aul near Damascus

by the vision of the risen Lord, or before the conver-

sion of Peter by the episode of Cornelius, there was

already a Christian mission to the Gentiles. The

importance of this is that it enables us to see the

history of the early Church in a somewhat different

perspective. It shows that Paul was not the first,

though he was undoubtedly the greatest, of the

Christians who preached to the Gentiles. He was

^ It is probable that Paul was at this time settled in DamaJK-us rather

than Jerusalem. If so. which sj-nagogue in Jcnisalem did he frequent ?

That of the Cilicians as a native of Tarsus ?
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a part of Hellenistic Christianity, and probably,

as will be seen later, not the most extreme of its

adherents.

We have, then, to imagine the gradual rise of a

Hellenising movement among the Christians, of which

the Seven were probably the original leaders in

Jerusalem, while unknown disciples, of whom we

only know that they were successful in Damascus,

were carrying it on in other places. The Twelve

appear to have regarded the movement with doubt

and suspicion, and the Jews in Jerusalem always

distinguished between the original disciples and the

Hellenists. Gradually, however, the opposition of the

Twelve and their followers crumbled away. The

final defection, from the point of view of Judaism,

was that of Peter. To judge from Acts he had

undertaken a mission in Palestine, following up the

work of Philip and probably of others, but the story

brings to notice one of the characteristic weaknesses

of Acts as history. It always omits or minimises

differences of opinion and quarrels among Christians.

We know this by comparing the Epistles with the

Acts. It is therefore perfectly legitimate to suppose

that there may well have been far more friction at

first between the Hellenist missionaries and the

Twelve than Acts suggests. But in the end Peter

had a vision at Joppa which convinced him that he

was wrong, and he accepted Cornelius as a brother

Christian. Acts would have us understand that the

whole Church at Jerusalem accepted Peter's position,
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but ill view of tlir .Iiidaistic controversy, wliicli

contiiiiUMl t<j ragf mucli lal^T than thw time, it ia

certain that this is not in accordance with fact. It

is significant that soon after this Peter was put in

prison, and on his escape from prison loft .Ierus,'ilcm.*

From this time on, if not before, the undoubted

liead of the Church in Jerusjilem was James, the

brother of the Lord. What was his attitude towanls

the Hellenising Christians ? Acts would have us

understand that lie was always on perfectly gocxl

terms with Peter, and later on with Paul. Rut that

is hardly the impression piven by the Pauline epistles,

which very clearly distinguish Peter from James and

his emissaries. Paul's view is that Peter was in

principle on the same side as himself, and that he

therefore had no right to yield to the representatives

of James ; but he never suggests that James and

he were on the same side. Nor had the Jews in

Jerusalem any illusions on the subject ; when Paul

appeared in the temple he was promptly arrested,

"~Hbut not until the popular madness of the year 66 did

any of the orthodox Jews think of interfering with

James, the head of the Christians in Jerusalem.

Thus Acts plainly has understated the amount

of controversy between the Hellenising Christians

and the original community. Failure to see this

is due to the ultimately complete triumph of the

Hellenistic party, who naturally looked f»n what

was really the conservative position as Judaising,

^ Unless this story is misplaced and ought to come before Acts ix. 32.
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whereas the truth was that they themselves were

Hellenising.

According to Acts the most successful centre of

Hellenistic Christianity was Antioch. Here, too, it

is possible that the picture presented by it is one-

sided, owing to the fact that, at least in many
places. Acts reproduces the tradition of Antioch.

Doubtless there were other centres equally im-

portant. Neither Ephesus nor Eome seems to have

been founded by missionaries from Antioch, though

Paul and the other Antiochean missionaries came

into their history at an early date.

The controversy between the school of James and

the Hellenistic Christians appears to have been very

acute in Antioch, but the details are extremely

obscure. Acts represents the beginning of the Church

at Antioch as due to Hellenistic Christians who left

Jerusalem after the death of Stephen. Nor is there

any reason to doubt the correctness of this tradition,

which is probably that of Antioch itself. A little^

later Barnabas came down from Jerusalem to Antioch.

Acts does not state, but seems to imply, that he came

down, as Peter had come to Samaria, in order to

criticise and control Hellenistic enthusiasm. But,

like Peter at Caesarea, he was converted by the

Hellenists, and stayed to help their mission. He

went further than this : hearing apparently of the

success of Paul at Tarsus he sent for him and co-opted

him into the service of the Church at Antioch. It is

worth noting in passing that the complete absence
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(»f any details u,s to Paiil'M work in Tarsiw, and tin-

silcnco concMTnin^ his im»viiiiunts from tlic time he

left .Irnisali'in somi afl<'r liis convcrHion, provcH that

this i)art of \c{s is an Aiitiochean ratlier than a

I'aiiliiu' tradition.

Soon after this nioro niissionaries arrived fronj

Jorusak'in. They do not af)pear to have ))een active

propagandists, but l)rou^lit witli theni a sad story of

approaeliini^ destitution in the famine which wa« at

hand. The Church at Anti<)( h ro.-f to the necessity

and sent Paul and Barnahjis with relief.* Acts tells

us nothing more of what happened, but that soon

aft^r Paul and Barnabas, having returned Uj Antiorh,

start-ed on the " First Missionary Journey." ' < )n

their return, however, a mission of protest against

their methods arrived from Jerusalem. Paul, Bar-

nabas, and some others went up to Jenisidem ; a

meeting of the representatives of the two churches

was held, and an amicable agreement which was in

the main a triumph for Antioch was arrived at.'

This appears to be Paul's third visit to Jerusalem

after his conversion ; but this raises difficulties, and

has led to considerable critical investigation and not

a little controversy. It had always been supposed

that this visit of Paul to Jerusalem was identical

with that described in the second chapter of Gala-

tians, but in that chapter Paul, calling God to witness

that he is not lying, makes a statement which loses

all its point if it was not his second visit. Various

* Acts xi. 27 fl. » Acta liL 25-xiv. 28. ' Acta xv.
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attempts to explain tMs difficulty have been made.

One solution of the problem is that the visit to

Jerusalem described in Galatians ii. is not identical

with that of Acts xv,, but is an episode connected

with the visit in the time of the famine relief, which

the writer of Acts had either not known or thought

it uimecessary to recount.^ According to this theory

the visit described in Acts xv. took place after the

visit in Galatians had been written. But this theory

does not answer the difficulty that the apostolic

decrees are not mentioned in the Epistles to the

Corinthians, and that it is incredible that they could

have been overlooked by Paul if the account in

Acts XV. were wholly correct. It seems better to

accept the suggestion that the solution of the problem

is to be found in the source-criticism of Acts.

The source-criticism of Acts has passed through

three more or less spasmodic stages. ^ The first was

early in the nineteenth century when a number of

scholars endeavoured to analyse the book. Their

efforts were not very successful, though they un-

earthed a great many interesting phenomena. Later

on, in the 'nineties, another series of efforts were made
with, on the whole, even less success than before.

^ See especially C. W. Emmet, The Eschatological Question in the Gospels

and other Studies, pp. 191 flf., and K. Lake, The Earlier Epistles of St. Paul,

pp. 274 ff.

2 The most important names in the first period are Konigsmann, Schleier-

macher, Gfrorer, and Schwanbeck, especially the last ; in the second period

B. Weiss, Wendt, Sorof, Jiingst, J. Weiss, Spitta, Clemen, Hilgenfeld. In

general the work of this group is inferior in value to that of their predecessors.

A clear and invaluable summary of both is given by W. Heitmuller in the

Theologiache Rundschau for 1899, pp. 47 ff.
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Finally, in our own time tliorc* have l>e<'n fwme

int<»restinp suggestions liv Hiirnark, Scliwartz, and

Torrcy.'

The last. nanuHi has shown extremely ^'khI n*;is<»u

for tliinking that there is an Aramaic source l>ehind

the first fifteen chaj)tcrs of Acts.- He is le^s con-

vincing when he tries U) i)rove that this waa a single

document, an<l tliat it was faitlifully translated

without addition or change by the editor of Act^i.

It seems more probable that there was more than

one Aramaic source, and that it was often changed

and interpolated by the editor.

Ilarnack skilfully tries to distinguish two main

lines of tradition, that of Antioch and that of .Jem.

salem. He also thinks the Jerusalem tradition existed

in two forms, which can be distinguished as doublete

in Acts i.-v. He attaches Acta xv. to the tradition

of Antioch, but it seems more probable that it belongs

to the Jerusalem tradition. The truth may be as

follows : soon after the time when Barnabas had gone

over to the Hellenistic party another body of Christians

from Jerusalem came to Antioch. In the years which

followed there grew up two traditions of what

happened next. The tradition at Antioch was that

* Perhaps Nordcn's name should be added, but interesting and stimalat-

ing though his book Agnoatos Thtos be, it suffers from ignorance of e*rly

Christianity, and has little permanent value for the criticism of Acts.

* A. von Hamack, UnUrauchungen zu tUn Schriftcn dci Lvkas ; E.

Schwartz, " Zur Chronologic des Paulus," in the Gottingischt Sarhrichten,

1907. pp. 263 ff. ; C. C. Torrey, "The Composition and Date of Acta." in

the Harvard Thtological Studies, L The most damaging criticism of Torrey

is that of F. C. Burkitt in the Journal of Theological Studies, Oct. 1919, but

I do not think that he answers Torrey's case.
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the Christians from Jerusalem had been chiefly con-

cerned with the physical necessities of their Church,

though they were undoubtedly men possessed of a

prophetic gift. They had so worked on the sympathy

of Antioch that it had accepted the needs of the

poor saints in Jerusalem as a responsibility laid on

it by heaven. This tradition is preserved in a short

form in Acts xi., and in the Epistle to the Galatians

Paul energetically sustained its correctness, inci-

dentally mentioning some other events connected

with his stay at Jerusalem, the perversion of which,

as he maintained, had given rise to the tradition of

Jerusalem. This latter tradition the editor of Acts

had found preserved in the document which he has

used as the basis of Acts xv., and if any one will read

Galatians ii. alongside of Acts xv., not in order to see

how much they agree or differ, but rather to note

how far they might be different accounts of the same

series of events, he will see that Paul's chief contention

is that he only saw the leaders of the commimity at

Jerusalem in private, and that they at no time

succeeded in imposing any regulations on him. The

vigour of his protestations seems to indicate that his

opponents had maintained that the meeting was an

official one, and that it had imposed regulations,

namely, should the theory which is being suggested

be correct, the Apostolic Decrees.

The two traditions are naturally quite contra-

dictory ; but human nature is so constituted that it is

not impossible for two sets of people, especially after
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80I1K' la{'^«' of tiiiH*. to give entirvly dilTrrfnt arcmint*

of the Biiiue events and to do »o in jx^rfectly ro<k1 faith.

The editor of ActJi, however, did not reali»e that the

two traditions roforrod to the name event, and ma<lo a

mistake in tliinking that the meeting wliich hf found

des(Til)od in the .Jerusalem sr)urre came after and not

before the first missionary j(jurney. Kd. Schwartz

goes further. He points out that the first missionary

jouriifv follows the accoimt of the meeting in Jeru-

salem given in Acts xi., :in<l that the second journey

follows the account given in Acts xv. If there waa

reallv onlv one meeting, was there not really only one

journey, which the dditor of Acts, or his sourcea,

converted into two ?

However this may lie, and no agreement among

critics is ever likely to be reached, it is at least certain

that there was considerable friction between Jenisalem

and Antioch, and that Antioch wholly refused to

accept the dictation of Jerusalem. On the contrar}',

it undertook wide - reaching missions, of one of

which Paul became the leader, founding churches in

Galatia, Asia, and Achaea. Of his career we have an

obviously good account, so far as the sequence of

events is concerned, in the second part of Acts, and

some int<»resting sidelights on its difficulties and

trials in the Pauline epistles.

^^^lat were the main characteristics of the preach-

ing to the (^entiles which thus found a centre in

Antioch ? Its basis was the intellectual heritage

from Jerusalem which made the Christians teach that
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the God of the Jews was the only true God, and that

Jesus had been appointed by him as the Man who

would judge the world at the end of the age. This

represents the teaching in Marcan tradition as to the

Son of Man, but Paul also accepted the view that

Jesus was the Son of David, though he seems to

have eliminated the purely national character of the

expected restoration of the kingdom of the Jews under

a Davidic king.

The only complete evidence as to the exact form

of the expectation which played a part in the teaching

of Paul, and presumably in that of the Church of

Antioch as a whole, is the invaluable description

given in the Epistles ^ of the sequence of events to

which Paul looked forward. According to this he

expected that Jesus would come on the clouds of

heaven ; Christians who had died would be raised up,

and the rest would be changed, so that they would

no longer consist of flesh and blood, but of spirit.

But, just as in 4 Ezra, the reign of the Messiah is

limited ; a time will come when he will deliver up

his dominion to God. Then comes " the End," and

Paul takes the picture no further. Is it too much

to suppose that, like 4 Ezra, he thought that at the

End the whole of the present order would cease, and

that after it would come the general resurrection and

judgement, to which he frequently alludes, followed

by the life of the Age to Come ? In any case the idea

of the limited reign of the Messiah, and the increased

^ Especially 1 Cor. xv. and 1 Tliess. iv.
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eiuj)lui.Hi8 oil the clc«cont of .Khun from David, are

points of contact with t K;;ni, and thus make it

in('rrn.Hingly pofiaible that I'aul thought tluit the

resurrection of Christians to life would be separnt^

from the final roHurrection of all to ju<l

This ori^nnal Christian t---^''iLr \\-^ . ^ ntinUy

Jewish, but much of the i K>gy in which it

would have been expressed by Jews must have been

unintcllif^ible to Crreek ears. It therefore soon either

disappearc.l or was transformed. The Kingdom of

(iod, for instance, is as rarely mentioned in the

raulino epistles as it is frequent in the earliest part

of the go.^^pels. The word '•Christ," translating the

Hebrew adjective " anointed," was entirely un-

intelliciljle to (I reek ears, and l>ecame a proper name.

" Son of M:in " or " Man " would have been even

more unintelligible ; Paul never used " Son of Man,"

and it is doubtful whether he uses the word " Man "

in the technical apocalyptic sense. But though the

words were unintelligible the ideas had not disappeared.

The functions attributed to the Son of Man in

the gospels still remain attributed to Jesus in the

Pauline epistles, though they are scarcely so much

emphasised.

The Antiochoan missionaries seem t<^> have Jidopted

a new word to t^ke the place of the unintelligible

" :Messiah " and " Son of Man," and called Jesus

**Lord.'' It is made tolerably certain by comparing

the oldest strata of the gospels with the more recent

that this word was not used in Jenisalem or in Galilee
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as a title of Jesus. It may have been used occasion-

ally in Aramaic-speaking circles, but it became domi-

nant in Greek. Its extreme importance is that it was

already familiar to the Greek-speaking world in con-

nection with religion. It had become the typical

title for the God of one of the Graeco-Oriental cults

which offered private salvation ^ to individuals. It

was therefore inevitable that whatever the Jews

may have meant when they called Jesus Lord, their

Greek converts interpreted it in the sense in which

the word had become familiar to them, and thought

in consequence that Jesus was the divine head of a

cult by which each individual might obtain salvation.

The full importance of this became obvious in a purely

Greek centre such as Corinth, but the process began

in Antioch.

This change in the significance attached to Jesus

had its correlative effect on the position which the

Christians ascribed to themselves. They came in-

evitably to regard themselves as the members of

a new cult which was superior to all others. Only

by joining their number was salvation to be found.

In this sense they began to interpret the phrase

" Kangdom of God," which in many parts of the

gospels very obviously means the Christian Church.

Few things, however, are more certain than that

Jesus had no intention of founding a new society

outside the Jewish Church, and none of these passages

can with any probability be ascribed to liim, even

1 See p. 76.
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tlumgli at Irast one can, on ini'dmnical gruundii, inukc

out a fair i .i.m' for incliwion in «.<.

A I (»rn'lalivt' change waa introduced into the

attitmit' adopted towurda the Old Testament. The

Ajitiocheun Cliristiaius refus*'d to accept it on an

ol)lipatx)rv hiw of i'on«lu(t ; ))Ut more anil more was

it interpreted as prophetic of .Ie.su8, and not only of

him but also of the Christian Churdi. In this way

everj'thing that was said of ancient Israel, and all

the promises made to it, were transferred to the

Christians, who claimed that they, and not the Jews,

were the ancient People of (IckI. The complete ful-

filment of this process did not, it is true, take place

in the time of Paul, hut it was not long in coming,

and even in the epistles there are many places wliich

show that the Christians regarded themselves as the

tnie heirs of the promise.

This transference of the Jewish scriptures to the

Christian Church was probably almost as important

for the future histor}' of Christianity as the change

wliich made Jesus the centre of a cult offering private

salvation, instead of the prophetic herald of the

Kingdom of Heaven, destined by God to be his

representative at the End of the Age. It meant that

Christianity shared with Judaism the advantage,

wliich no other religion in the Empire had, of being

. a religion with a Book. Nevertheless the ob\nous fact

that the Book was not originally Christian was destined

in the long nm to lead to considerable ditTiculty.

Though the Old Testament is not always susceptible
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of the meaning given to it by Jewish rabbis, it is

essentially a Jewish book, and the attempt to find

in it a series of prophecies foretelling the coming of

Jesus was radically wrong. It could not be supported

by any straightforward interpretation, which gave

to the Old Testament its original historical meaning.

The result was the inevitable growth of an unnatural

symbolical interpretation which had little difiiculty

in extracting anything from anything. It is difficult

to estimate whether the result has been more good or

evil. It produced good, in that it very soon necessi-

tated the growth of a Christian canon—the New

Testament added to the Old—and this preserved

much great literature for the advantage of future

generations, and was a check upon extravagances

of thought. Perhaps most important of all, it pro-

vided an ethical standard which successive genera-

tions of Christians have never succeeded in practising.

They have indeed frequently tried to explain away the

contrast between their scriptures and their deeds when

it became too oppressive, but they have never quite

succeeded, or been able entirely to satisfy themselves

by these methods : the letter of scripture has con-

stantly remained a salutary protest against the

interpretation put upon it. All this has been of

enormous advantage for the Christian Church. But

on the other hand the infallibility ascribed to the Bible

has been an easy weapon for obscurantism, and a

drag on intellectual progress. It has prevented the

Church from adopting the discoveries of science and
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criticisin in sucli it way im to tiiake thciii applicable

to religious )ifi>. Hi))l<> (.'hriiitianity * in some of iU

moro recent forms haa become a serious danger, and

in momenta of depression a student is apt to aak

wliether in the irony of historj' the Hible, which

strengthened and supporU-d the Church in it.n rarly

history, and }ielj)ed it in many penenitions to moral

reformation, is destined to become an instrument

for preventing the adaptation of Christianity to

the nreds of to-day, and to drive the spirit of

relifzion. which is eternal, from organised Christianity

to take refuge once more in some newer forms, more

receptive of truth, and less tenacious of error,

' Til' > M Amcrir«n inatitutionn. conncctr*! in the niAin

with c% .
' >.
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CORINTH

Christianity had been profoundly changed by its

passage from Galilee to Jerusalem. Whereas the

teaching of Jesus had been the announcement of the

kingdom of God, the illustration of its character,

and the insistent call to men to repent, the central

teaching of the disciples in Jerusalem became the

claim that Jesus was the Messiah. But the passage

from Jerusalem to Antioch had produced still greater

changes. After all, the teaching of the disciples

in Jerusalem contained no elements foreign to

Judaism. It was probably considered by the Jewish

authorities as the erroneous application to Jesus

of opinions which, rightly or wrongly, were widely-

held among the Jews ; but nothing in it repre-

sented concession to Hellenism. As soon as Hellen-

ism was suspected the Christians were at once

driven out. In Antioch, on the other hand, much

that was distinctly Jewish was abandoned, and

Hellenistic thought adopted, so that Jesus became

the divine centre of a cult. It is incredible that he

should have been so regarded by the Jews of

73
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.T<TUsal«'m ; it i.s irupoHsiliK- tliat Uv sljnuM nut huvc

bci'n by CJentilei*.

It is rcmarkul)lc that l*aul and the other Antiochcan

missionaries were willing to accept this development,

ami to make themselves the enthusiastic agents of it«

propapanila ; hut they clearly did so, and the ]>oint

is of extreme importance for th*' '- ''v of Judaism.*

The only alternative to large c«
• is to the posi-

tion of the Dutch radicals is to admit that in the

Diaspora the Hellenising of Jews had proceeded more

rapidly and far deeper than has as a ndc l>een

supposed.

The result is clear, however oljscure the process

may be ; Christianity became a (Jraeco-Oriental cult,

offering salvation, just as did the other mystery

religions. It competed witli them for the right of

succession to the ofiicial religion of Home, and ulti-

mately it triumphed. To understand the situation it

is necessary to comprehend the general nature of these

cults, and to see the points of likeness and diflorcnce

in Christianity.

In general all the mystery religions assumed the

existence of a Lord, who had passed through various

experiences on earth, and finally been glorified and

e.xalted. He had left behind the secret of obtaining

the same reward, in the form partly of knowledge,

partly of magical ceremonies. His followers knew

this secret, and admitted into it those whom the Lord

was willing to accept. The initiated obtained pro-

^ See C. Montefiore, Judaism and SL PauL
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tection in this world, and a blessed immortality after

death. The Lord was probably not usually identified

with the Supreme God ; for instance, in Mithraism

the Sun, not Mithras, was originally the supreme God,

though in the last stages of the cult the difference

between the two was apparently blurred, and Mithras

became indistinguishable from the Sun.

The Christianity revealed in 1 Corinthians clearly

conforms to this type. It has its Lord, Jesus, who

is far more than human, but is not identified with the

supreme God " the Father "
;
^ he has suffered on

earth, but been glorified and exalted, and Christians

who accept him in faith, and are initiated into the

Church by the sacrament of Baptism, obtain a share

in his glory, and will enjoy a blessed immortality.

The general resemblance is striking and undeniable.

It may be summarised, as was said above, by the

statement that Christianity offered men salvation,

and was believed to fulfil its offer. Indeed, its success

was partly due not to any difference from the other

cults, but to the fact that it made more exclusive

claims, combined with a higher ethical standard, than

any other.

But what exactly was meant by salvation ?

No single answer can be given. In one sense

salvation was primarily an eschatological concept,

though its formulation was different among Jewish

-

minded and Greek-minded believers. The Jew meant,

in the main, that, at the great day when the dead

^ 1 Cor. viii. 6.



woulil rise unci join the living t>clurc Uic jiulf^cittcnt

st'rtt t)f (mmI, !u» would be wife iumx the Divine \N ruth,

Ih» acquitted, and have a place aniung tin.-.- who

would live in happiness in the Age to ( I'he

(treck probably thought rather that each 8oul which

was saved would pass at death to a happier and better

existence. Ultimately these two strands of escha-

tolofjy were woven together, though scarcely recon-

ciled, in the elaborate fabric of the Catholic system

of purgatory, paradise, resurrection, judiremcnt.

heaven and hell.

Ill iinother sense salvation meant something

diilerent, which w:is not eschatological. In accord-

ance with the general spirit of tlie (Iraeco-Orienta!

mysteries, there existed a belief that through sacra-

ments men could change their nature, be bom again,

and -as Irenaeus puts it)—become the children of the

eternal and unchangeable God instead of the children

of mortal man.' In this way they passed, even before

death, into eternal life, and they were raised to an

existence beyond the reach of Fate. The basis of

this concept was doubtless astral, and at least some

early Christians believed that whereas the unbaptized

were subject to the inimical decrees of the stars, the

regenerate were immime.

Judged by our standards this belief is magical, just

as the Jewish e^chatolog}^ is mythological. Neither

has part or lot in modern thinking ; this does not

necessarily prove that they are wTong, but it means

r naens. AposloUc Preacking, p. 3.
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that the problem for us is not one of details, but

of opposing systems, the parts of wMcli cannot be

interchanged. We can, with logical propriety, accept

the Graeco-Jewish eschatology or the Graeco-Oriental

sacramental regeneration if we reject modern thought.

But we cannot, except in intellectual chaos, combine

the two, or appropriately express modern thought in

language belonging to the ancient systems.

The modern man does not believe in any form of

salvation known to ancient Christianity. He does

believe that so long as life lasts, and he does not know

of any limit to its duration, good and evil are realities,

and those who do good, and are good, achieve life of

increasingly higher and higher potentiality. If any-

thing were gained in practical hfe by calUng this

" salvation," it would be right and wise to do so.

But in fact it is disastrous, for it obscures thought

and confuses language.

Thus there is no doubt as to the general resemblance

of the Christian offer of salvation to that of other cults,

and the obvious point of difference—the presence of

the Jewish eschatology— has no claim to superior

truth. What, then, are the points of difference between

Christianity and the other cults which explain the

triumph of the Church ? Two popular but probably

mistaken explanations may first be discussed.

It is often said that Christianity had an enormous

advantage in that Jesus was an historic person,

whereas the Lords of the other cults were not. But
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rhxstT aimlvrtiH docs not confirm iiic inijjoruincc of lluh

ilitTiTtMuo.

riir initiate's of the otiicr culu l>clicve<l that their

Lords were historic persons, juat as Christians l)eliove<l

that Jesus was. They had, indeed, lived a long time

ago. luit this wiia no diwidvantage : any one who

reads Tatian's Oratio ad (irarros ran see how ant ir|iiity,

not recent ncss, was ro^arde<l as desiral>le. The

general argument of Christians was not that Je^us

was historic, and the other Lords were not, hut that

lie fullilled a true (»iT<>r of salvation, made in a

more remote antiquity than any pagan religion could

claim, while the heathen Lords were demons, mis-

understanding the prophecies of the Old Testament,

clumsily simulating their fulfilment, and arrogating

to themselves the title of God. It was of course an

advantage that the " sacred legend " of Christianity

was free from the repulsive elements in other

cults, which it taxed the ingenuity of a Julian to

explain.

Moreover, historical criticism shows that the pc)int8

in the story of Jesus which played the greatest part

in commending Christianity to a generation asking for

private salvation are those which are not historic.

The element of truth in much perverse criticism,

arguing that Jesus never existed, is that the Jesus of

history is quite diflerent from the Lord assumed as the

founder of Catholic Christianity. The Church con-

quered the world by offering salvation through a

redeeming Lord. Jesus made no such offer : to him
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the Kingdom of God, the pearl of great price, was the

natural inheritance of men, if they would only take

it. No supernatural change of nature, but to turn

round, abandon all that hindered, and go in the right

direction—go home—was the repentance which he

required. Probably it was not unique teaching : it

is very hard to obey, and it makes no spectacular

demands. Its only claim to acceptance is its truth.

It did not conquer the world. Nor did Jesus—the

Jesus of history—think that it would do so. " Strait

is the gate and narrow is the way that leadeth unto

Life, and few there are that find it."

Thus the theory that Catholic Christianity suc-

ceeded because Jesus was an historic person cannot

be sustained.

Nor is there much more truth in the attribution of

its success to the influence of the personality of Jesus.

No doubt it was the personality of Jesus which in-

fluenced his immediate followers, made them regard

him as the Davidic Messiah or as " Son of Man," and

rendered possible their belief in his exaltation to the

right hand of God. Without this belief Christianity

could never have come into existence ; but once the

belief was established it became the foundation of the

whole structure, and the personality of Jesus was

quite eclipsed by the supernatural value attached

to him. Not the men who had known Jesus, but

those who had not, converted the Roman Empire,

and their gospel was that of the Cross, Resurrection,

and Parousia, not the Sermon on the Mount, or an
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ethical int/^rprcUition of tlu* i'.ti.ii "ral

itnUiUio Christi.

The true answer in lliut Catholic Chriatianity

coiuiuered because it woa pupuhir, not iK'cauae it was

true, and failed for the same reason. Permanence,

not popularity, is the test of truth ; for truth has

often no uflherents, while error has many.

The permanent truth in Christianity is, I think,

to be found in the spirit, or jwrhaps more correctly

the " will." which Jesus had, and tried to hand on

to his disciples, of service and self-sacrifice. It caUb

men to redeem others, rather than to seek redemption

for themselves. This is to spiritual life what gravita-

tion is to the physical world. It was known to otliers

before him and after, but it has not yet conquered

the world.

But the popular teaching ' which loomed largest

in the early days of the Church offered the privilege

rather tlian the responsibility of redemption, and

maintained that the Christian was united to the

Supreme (tod—a claim higher than that made by any

other cult. This side of Christianity, though not

Jewish, was in the main derived from Judaism, from

which all the first Christian missionaries accepted the

preaching of the one supreme (lod, whom Paul con-

stantlv refers to as " the Father."' There has been of

recent years much loose writing and looser speech

* I woald emphftawe the word popaUr. The grp*t munonahec were

doubtless inspiird by the desire to mtc others, bv the will to minister rather

than be miniatered to, and by a readiness to give their livefl m a ranwm for

others, but their converts were otherwiae minded.
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about the " Fatherhood of God." It has even been

asserted that this was the special revelation of Jesus.

Such a view does not for a moment sustain any critical

investigation. No doubt Jesus sometimes, possibly

often, spoke of God as " Father "
; but so did many

other Jews. They and he referred to the moral son-

ship of the righteous, not to a supernatural or sacra-

mental relation. Nor is there any sign that Jesus felt

that he had any new revelation as to the nature of

God : he was much more intent on telling men what

they ought to do to conform to the demands of

God.

But after the time of Jesus the use of '' Father
"

as applied to God became more and more general

;

especially to denote the peculiar relationship—how-

ever that may have been conceived—between Jesus

and God. This use is especially characteristic of the

editor of Matthew, and still more of the Fourth

Gospel. It is the correlative to the process by

which " Jesus, the Son of God," became " God the

Son."

The Hellenistic Christians seem to have been

particularly fond of this use
;

partly perhaps from

linguistic reasons. The Greek for Jehovah is Kvpto<;,

Lord ; but this word had been already taken as the

title of Jesus. Therefore when a Christian-speaking

Greek wished to refer to Jehovah he could not without

ambiguity say " The Lord," and he began to adopt

the usage of referring to Jehovah as "the Father.".

But what would have been the implication to Greek

G
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ears of thJM UHiige ? Two hia.> v, it

could 1)0 intvrpn'tod as ri«f»Triii" i.. uic

relation between (Jod iind .Je«ufl, . nngtothe

relation between (Jod and men. Paul i» evidence

that the second, a« well a« the first, wa« accepted.

*' As many as are led by the Spirit of (Jod, they are

Sons of God." But how would a Greek have under-

stood this verse ? Pr()l)al)Iy he would have thought

that it meant that the gift of the Spirit chani"-! "'<n'8

nature; so that, as Irenaeus said, two g« i8

later, they were no longer mortal men but the children

of the immortal (Jod. To the Greek the gift of the

Spirit was the gift of divine nature, immortal and

incorruptible. That is, of course, in nowise Jewish :

even if Paul meant this, which is doubtful, lie did so

by virtue of his Greek a.ssociations. The question,

however, has not been adequately discu-'^^icd how far

tliis interpretation is exactly the same as that of the

other cults. It clearly brought the Christian into

direct relation with the Supreme God, through the

Lord. Was this so in Mithraism or in the cult of

Isis ? lu both of them it seems rather that the

initiate was brought rather into relationship with the

Lord.' Surely it was a real advantage to Christian

* This stAtcmrnt would bo rpqiiired to bo moHifi*^ for d«<Ai!«H *T»p1i'-«tion

to various classes both amonfr Christians ar : '<er

cults. In all cults thero was probably an u ich

thought verj- little about tho subjoct. It was satisfied with tho fart of

salvation, and was not srpeciaUy interestod in its method. On the other hand,

the educated with a metaphysical tendency were interetted in the relation

of the Lord of the cult to the Supremo God. and this might, in time,

have produced something similar to the Christological speculations of the
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propaganda that the Church offered union with the

Supreme God more definitely than did any rival

cult.

Two elements must be distinguished in such

teaching. Permanently important in it is the recogni-

tion of the fact that a helping hand of grace stretches

out from the unknown to help man when he cries

from the depths : but it contains also a theory as to

the origin and nature of grace. The fact is indisput-

able, the theory depends on evidence ; and there is

really none to justify confident assertion. No doubt

it was an enormous asset to Christianity to proclaim

that the grace found by its adherents came straight

from the cause of all existence. The same situation

was reproduced after the Reformation, and it was an

asset to Protestantism to claim direct access to God,

without the mediation of saints. Nevertheless, it is

hard to see that there is any evidence to favour the

theory that grace comes in the one way rather than

the other. The element of truth in the early Christian

teaching is not the side which was most popular, but

rather that which, a little later, partly unconsciously,

animated the Church in rejecting Marcionism—the

conviction that there is no essential disharmony or

fourth century. Apuleius seems to identify the Supreme God with the Lord

in a manner which at times reminds the reader of Sabellian Christianity.

On the other hand, Heliogabalus seems to have produced a complete amalgam

between Mithras and Helios, and reminds us of the tendency of uneducated

Christianity in all generations to make the gospel become the preaching

of the new God, or the true God, Jesus, of which I heard a somewhat extreme

example from a preacher who maintained fervidly that Jehovah was the

Hebrew of Jesus.
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final cliuih in history, liiut the (icxl uf cn'ation iit not

ht>«<liU' to the (lud of j^nice.'

.M«»riM)v<T, it \va« not only or evm chiefly- tJic

helping liiLud of grace in the trnnl>le« and Horn)W8 of

life wliich Cireek Chriatiai uilly boixxl for by

union with the Hupreme God or by the power of Je«iui.

It was rather the gift of eternal Life after death,

winch wa.s the special characteristic of the CJoda. The

points of importance are the mean.s whereby they

tiiought tliat this immortality waji obtained, and the

nature which they ascribed to it.

The act by which the faithful acquired immortality

was Baptism. The history of this distinctively

Christian rite is obscure. From the standjwint of

the historian of religions it is the combination of a

Jewish ceremony with Graeco-Oriental ideas. The

Jews had frequently practised ceremonial washing with

a religious signiticance—generally speaking, purifica-

tion from the guilt of oflfences against the ritual law
;

it was also part of the initiation of proselytes, and had

been largely practised by John the Forerunner. But

in no case did any Jew think that washing could

change, sacramentally or magically, the nature of

man. A (Ireek on the other hand, brought up in the

atmosphere of the mysteries, might well have thought

so. The same is true of the other constituent element

in primitive Christian Baptism—the formula " in the

* Soo the Iftat chapter of F. C. Burkitt's Tht Cir^»p<l flu{r>ry an4 iU

Transmi*4t\on. This chapter is • moet clear-aight^ analvris of one of the

essentials of Catholic tnith a," opposed to error, and I venture to aay thia

because it» importAnce sreir? in general to be overlooked.
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name of the Lord Jesus." There is no reason why-

Jews should not have used the name of Jesus for

magical purposes—indeed they undoubtedly did so—

•

for magic was not peculiar to the Greeks. But the

ordinary Jew would never have practised magic

to secure immortality or to become divine. He

believed that immortality was the natural lot of all

the chosen people who kept the Law, and would be

reached, not through sacraments or secret knowledge,

but through the resurrection at the last day. Thus

it is possible that the first Jewish Christians may have

practised baptism by an extension of the ordinary

ritual of proselyte-making, or as a means of securing

remission of sins, in the spirit of John the Baptist, but

it is extremely improbable that it was for them the

sacrament of regeneration to eternal life which it was

held to be by Greek Christians.

Turning from the possibilities and probabilities

suggested by the history of religion to the evidence

of the early literature critically studied, two points

stand out as probable. First, Jesus neither practised

nor enjoined baptism of any kind ; secondly, the

Antiochean missionaries always practised baptism

" in the name of the Lord Jesus." The second point

is so obviously proved both by Acts and the Pauline

epistles that it requires no discussion. The first has

the limitations of the argument from silence, for it

rests on the fact that there is no trace of Baptism by

Jesus, either by practice or precept, in the synoptic

gospels, except a single statement in Matt, xxviii. 19,
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mantlinp the disciples to uiuiert4ir.. • Tivern..-i.

of the iJentiles {rn tOtt]) imd their ! ,
in the

name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. That thij*

verse is not historical but a late tra<Ution, intended to

support ecclesiastical practice, is shown by the absence

of the trine formula of baptism in Act« and the

Kpistles, and the extreme reluctance with wljich the

apostles, who are supposed to have received this

revelation, undertook a mission to the Gentiles. We
have t-o choose between the account in Matthew.

which makes the mission to the Gentiles the result of

the command of the risen .Jesus in (ialilee, or that

in Acts, confirmed l)y Paul, which makes it bepin

much lator from the preaching in Anti(xh of the

scattered adherents of Stephen, and from revelations

to Paul and Peter, on the road t-o Damascus, and at

Joppa. There can be little doubt that Acts ought

to be trusted on this point

.

Few problems are more obscure than tlic quo>iion

of the growth of baptism in the Church of this first

period. This is due to the fact that the editor of Acts

was convinced that baptism was a primitive Christian

custom even in Jerusalem, though unlike Matthew he

does not attribute it to Jesus. Nevertheless, it is

possible to see indications that his sources did not

confirm bis opinion. An excellent case can be made

for the view that the source used in Acts i. and ii.

originally regarded the gift of the Spirit at Pentecost

as the fulfilment of the promise attributed to Jesus
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that his disciples, unlike those of John, should be

baptized in the Holy Spirit not in water. The

exhortation of Peter in Acts ii. that his hearers

should repent and he baptized is so inconsistent with

this promise that it seems due to the redactor.

Similarly, too, the baptism of Cornelius seems to

contradict the context of Peter's own explanation in

Acts xi., and may well be redactorial. On the other

hand, the later chapters agree with these redactorial

additions in regarding baptism as the source of the

gift of the Spirit, and there can here be no question of

editorial additions, for the references to baptism are

clearly part of the fabric of the narrative. The most

illuminating evidence, however, is afforded by the

chapters describing Philip's work : in these baptism

in the name of the Lord Jesus is represented as the

custom of Philip, but it does not confer the gift of the

Spirit. This may be the best clue to the historical

development of the rite. The Seven, including Philip,

were probably the first to convert Gentiles, and

inasmuch as the complete breach with Judaism had

not yet come, must have regarded their converts as

proselytes, and treated them accordingly. Baptism

was part of the usual treatment of a prosel3rfce, and

the formula " in the name of the Lord Jesus " would

merely distinguish these proselytes from others.

A little later the practice would certainly be

interpreted by Greeks, or Graeco - Orientals, in the

light of the cults which they knew ; baptism would

become the magical or, at least, sacramental means of
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s^ilviilioii, uikI the Nnmo of .Irsii.s it- ii«. <'s.-i,iry furriuii;i.

Till' (lov('I()j)meiit w oxuctly Kimiltir to tlml paKmxl

thnmjjli l»y tlie wonl " I^)rii," -though lU origin waB

Jewish it8 interpretation wa« (Jreck.*

The exj>ctt4ition of imniortalily conferred by

Bapti><in and membership in the Church of the I»rd

Jesus varied in form. Tlie (Ireek eH<hat4)hi^y waa

ditTerent from the .lewi.sli, and hmked for an immor-

tnility for each individual immediately after death.

It was, moreover, an immortality of the rouI, not of

the hndv. Probably there were many variations of

thought on the subject. Some of the most highly

educated tJreeks may have understocxl the argument*

for and aijainst immaterial Picality. and accepted or

rejected them. Roughly speaking, Tiatonista accepted,

Stoics and Epicureans rejected ; and it was at leaat

possible for Platonists, if they identified Mind with

immaterial Reality, to lx?lieve in the immortality of

the human mind. But did such Platonists actually

exist before Plotiiuis, or possibly .\mmonius Saccus ?

The fragmentary e\'idence which exists seems to show

that pliilosophic Greeks were interested in other

problems—mainly epistemological and psychological.

The belief in the immortality of the soul was preserved

by the tradition of the Mysteries,^ not by the Academy.

Stoics and Epicureans, far more important for the

* See Prol/gomena to Arli, pp. 332 ff.

' From which indeed Plato h»d probably obuincd iL He ju»tifir^ it,

handily enough, from his doctrine of Ideaa. but BC»rcely dcnrcd it thenoc.

The triumph of Aristotle destroyed his justiGcation, but the parent stream

flowed on placidly, undisturbed by thought.
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first century than Academics, were materialists ;
but

that does not mean that they did not believe in the

existence of a human soul or spirit. Spirit was for

them merely the most attenuated form of matter.

The spirit of man might be dissipated after death, as

the grosser material composing his body would be,

or it might survive and retain consciousness and

memory until the cycle came round when all things,

including human careers, would be repeated.

But the first Greek Christians were scarcely in-

fluenced by an intelligent comprehension of Stoic

metaphysics, and attempts made to trace their direct

influence in Paul or elsewhere only show that their

vocabulary was more widely used than their problems

were understood—a phenomenon not peculiar to the

first century. All that can be said with, any con-

fidence is that the expectation of blessed immortality

—not for all but for the chosen few—fostered by the

mysteries was probably most often conceived as the

survival of the soul after death, and the soul in turn

was conceived as " Spirit," a highly attenuated

material existence, which was found until death in

the body, and was then released from it.

In some such way the Greeks in Corinth who were

converted to Christianity expected immortality. So

they did also in the other cults offering salvation.

The points of difference in Christianity are in the kind

of life which was demanded from initiates, and in the

final consummation expected.

1 Corinthians shows clearly that some Hellenic
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\vm» friM» toilo i\» they I...- . -.th their Ixniity*. I'uul

insist<Ml on the oliservainc of that morality which waa

central in Jmlaisni. H«« had rendered hiu taak diflicult

by his rejection of the Law, but he won his fight, and

the permanent association of Jewish morality with

the Christian Church and its Hellenic ChriHt4jlofry and

sacraments was the result.

In the same way Taul contcntlod succoisfully for

the Jewish doctrine of a resurrection, though with

some modifications. This was not the same thing

as the Greek belief in personal immortality. The

Sadducees, indeed, may have Hellenised on this

subject, as did some of the Alexandrian Jews, re-

presented by the Wisdom of Solomon. But the bulk

of the people followed the Pharisees and looked

for a resurrection of the body, at the end of the

age.

l*;uil and the other missionaries continue<i to teach

this Jewish doctrine, but were not at once able to

convince their Greek hearers that immortality must

necessarily be reached through a resurrection of the

body. Presumably the Greeks felt that immortality

was sufHcient, and a future reunion between an

immort^il soul and a resuscitated body was as un-

desirable as improbable. Paul in 1 Corinthians insi.sts

on the Jewish doctrine, but he makes the concession

to the Greeks that the resurrection will not be of flesh

and blood but of a ** spiritual " body, that is to say,

a bodv consisting of the most attenuated form of
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matter. It will be the same body, but it will be

changed.

This modified form of Jewish thoughtwas supported

by an appeal to the case of Jesus, who had already risen

from the dead. The appeal was really far more effect-

ive than the rest of Paul's argument, which was not

calculated to convince the doubtful, and it has the

special importance for the historian that it proves

that Paul did not think the risen Jesus had a body of

flesh and blood, and believed that in this he was in

agreement with all the early witnesses.

Nevertheless, the belief of the Church soon affirmed

what remained its unchanged faith until the nine-

teenth century—the resurrection of the flesh, both of

the Lord in the past, and of the Christian in the future.

This was the triumph of Jewish thought, and is an

exception to the general rule that Christianity became

steadily more Hellenic.

The reason why Jewish thought triumphed is

difficult to ascertain. Few hypotheses as to a future

life have less intrinsic probability than that ulti-

mately reached, which postulates an immortal soul

living discarnate until the resurrection day, when

it will be reunited to its own resuscitated body,

and both will be rewarded or punished by the final

judgement of God. Nevertheless this hypothesis

supplanted all others.

Two causes may be suggested. The pressure of

the Docetic controversy, which insisted that Jesus

had never been a real man of flesh and blood, but a
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sjuni aj»jM*aring in hiiiiuiii lurm, iiuuii- ihr ('hiin*h

att;uh gnvitor weight to the rfalitv <>i his i\vMi and

hlotul, even after the reHurrection. Ilni'i' anw the

narratives of the apjMMiraiKU'.s of the rinen Je^uA in

Luke and .lohn, emphasising this point. That they

tiiero are secondary seems to be prove<l by the evidence

of 1 Cor. XV. Hence, too, it may !)e, came the siip-

pression of the missing end of Mark. Following this

tendency it was natural to argue, as I*aul had done,

that Christians like Jesus would be raised with the

same bodies which they had had.

A different motive was provided by moral con-

siderations. It is clear that there was danger, even in

the Corinth of Paul's days, of men arguing that, having

obtained the Spirit and consequent immortality,

nothing carnal had any importance : the body ha<J,

as it were, but a short time, and might be allowed to

enjoy itself as it chose. To combat this danger of

an absolutely licentious position the Church main-

tained that the body was as eternal as the soul, and

that its future happiness depended on its present

behaviour.

Both these factors undoubtedly ent-ered into the

development of Christian thought ; and they were

reinforced by the natural desire of man to preserve

the pleasures of life in a body of flesh and blood.

The whole question of the expectation of immor-

tality is as obscure as it is interesting. Direct e\ndence

in favour of a sur\'ival of indiWdual consciouflness after
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death is provided in the present by psychical research,

and from the past by narratives of the apparitions of

the dead, among wliich the story of the appearances

of the risen Jesus must be classed. To most minds

the evidence does not justify a decisive verdict of any

nature.

The " moral " argument is equally evasive. To

certain minds in certain moods it seems incredible

that extinction can await beings who display the

qualities manifested by men at their best, animated

by such high purposes, so little fulfilled. In Christian

circles the argument has helped to secure the ortho-

dox belief in the resurrection of the body. But,

on the other hand, this belief has received a suc-

cession of shocks from other considerations. The

resuscitation of the flesh has become more and more

incredible. Bishop Westcott endeavoured to meet

this feeUng by reviving the Pauline notion of a body

of " Spirit," and was followed by Bishop Gore in so

doing. The process was helped by the fact that in

the English creed resurrectio carnis is translated resur-

rection of the body, so that the denial of the Apostles'

Creed involved in the Westcott - Gore interpretation

could be softened into an apparent affirmation.

Even more serious, though less often expressed,

is the moral objection to the judgement, which dooms

men to extremes of bliss or misery in accordance as

they fall one side or the other of a certain line. The

conscience of the modern man feels that no one

deserves either Heaven or Hell. Moreover, this same
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c«' '• iloubU wlu'tlier .iiu one really <!•

ctMMj- • i< [)<»rpL'tuiition. All men are of •^ •' •
> ui.

.

some elements seem to denerve to Ik? eii • 'i, and

others to survive. Tims the moral indictment against

the old expectation of ju<lgement is that no one

deserves either of its extremos.

A just judgement would l)e not Ixntween man and

man, savinti one and condemning the other, hut

between different part .
.
.f ,. .< h of us. For in man good

and evil are always
j

: what we ask for is not

complete survival, but the ultimate elimination of

some parts and the constant growth of others ; we

desire change, not permanence.^ Moreover, even in

the short sj)ace of life which we can observe, elimina-

tion and selection arc clearly pre.'iont. The child and

the old man are one, not by identity but by continuity

of life. The main object of education is to further

and confirm this beneficent change. Once more,

this, or something like it, is often put forward as the

meaning of the doctrine of " judgement." But when

the creed states that Jesus will " come again in glorj'

to judge both the quick and dead," it moans the

Je\nsh eschatological expectation, and to use its

language to express modem thought is unfair to both.

All such thoughts are a priori, and can never

convince the reluctant. The path of \nsdom is not

to weigh the merits of various inconclusive arguments,

]>nt to di-^tiTi._n!i<li l.ptw.'.'Ti Df'^iro and Knowledge.

' This hai« mii.b in ruuv.n with iJn;^-':-n s teaching, bat anfortanatclj

Origcn was rejected by the Catholic Church.
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Desire for most men is to remain essentially as

they are. The healthy enjoy life, and even the un-

healthy cling to it. If we are candid most of us admit

that we should like indefinitely prolonged existence,

that we have an infinite curiosity to know what is

going to happen in the world, and a wish to take part

in its development. That is Desire.

Over against Desire is Knowledge. We know that

matter is indestructible, though it changes its form,

and that energy is equally indestructible, but con-

stantly varies its form. If Life be similar to energy

this gives us reason to believe that it is permanent,

but that its form changes. If, however, Life be a

form of Energy, not a force similar to it, there is no

reason to expect its permanence. The chief reason

against this view is that whereas we can convert

heat into electricity, or electricity into light, we

cannot—as yet—convert either into Life.

So far Knowledge takes us on the hypothesis that

Life is material, for Energy is not outside of the world

of matter. But still within the field of Knowledge

is the old problem of Immaterial Reality and its

relation to Life. To those who are convinced, as I am

myself, by the old arguments in favour of Immaterial

Reality, conceivable but not imaginable, it is certain

that intellectual and moral life belongs to it and

shares its attributes of eternity. Metaphysics are

more convincing than psychology. But need this

mean that this eternal life is personal ? No one as

yet has answered this question.
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And tlH»n» arc fiirlhrr n-: ; an ti,.it \\r

know of life t<«iichfs uh lluit i; ... . «ion of Iokjh**.

The ptis-sii^e from youth U) middle life, ami the change

from middle life to old age an; loftses, from which wc

shrink. No man willingly surrendera the tlexil)ility

of youth (.r the power of middle life. Hut the experi-

ence—shrunk from and ])ostponed thouf^h it lie

—

toaches that through l(»ss came piiin. Vet none of

us ever foresaw the form which the gain would take.

Aft<»r old age comes death: that too is 1- I- it

also gain ? If Life continue, and that at 1 ins

probable, Knowledge teaches us that it will change its

form and that here, too, gain will come through loss.

But. it is often said, this is the denial of the survival of

personality, and it is personality, not life, which we

desire. No doubt we do : but we desire to keep much

which we lose, and yet come to see that only thus

could we achieve the greater gain.*

After all, Faith is not belief in spite of evidence,

but life in scorn of consequence— a courageous trust

in the freat puqx)se of all things and pressing forward

to tinlsh the work which is in sight, whatever the price

may be. \Mio knows whether the '* personality " of

which men talk so much and know so little may not

prove to be the temporar)' limitation rather than the

necessary expression of Life ?

There was once an archipelago of islands of! a

mountainous coast separated from each other and

from the mainland by the sea. But in course of

• See Additional Note on p . 141.
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time the sea dried up, the islands were joined to the

great mountain behind them, and it became clear

that they had always been united by solid ground

under a very shallow sea. If those islands could

have thought and spoken what would they have said ?

Before the event they would have protested against

losing their insularity, but would they have done so

afterwards, when the water which divided them from

each other was gone, and they knew that they were

part of the great mountain which before they had

only dimly seen, obscured by the mists rising from

the sea ?
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I'ouiNTH as pDrtrayiMl in the Epistles of l*aul gives

us our simplest and least contaminated picture of

the Hellenic Christianity which regarded itself as the

cult of the Lnr,l .lesus, who offered salvation— ini-

inortiilit V—to those initiated in his mysteries. It had

obvious weaknesses in the eyes of Jewish Christians,

even when they were as Hcllcnised as Paul, since it

offered little reason for a higher standard of conduct

than heathenism, and its personal eschatology left

no real place for the resurrection of the body. The

Epistles of Paul to the Corinthians are in the main

prot«st« against this Hellenic weakness, and the real

monument to Paul in the first two, or perhaps even

four, centuries is the success which he had in driving

home these protests. Owing to later controversies

we are apt to treat Justification by Faith as Paul's

great-est contribution to the Church. Possibly that

is true, if the whole of Church history be taken into

account, but the attempt to reconstruct '' Paulinism
"

on this principle produces the result that the effect

of Paul's teaching cannot be traced in any of the

9S
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Christian writings of the next two centuries. This

is obviously absurd : if Paul's writings were preserved

so carefully his teaching on some great points must

have been regarded as central. Nor, if we succeed in

forgetting the emphasis introduced by later contro-

versies, is it hard to see what these points were. As

against the Jews, Paul, the Greek, insisted on Freedom

from the Law. That stood. As against the Greek,

Paul insisted on Jewish morality and on the Resur-

rection of the body. These also stood. And these

three points, if we may judge from subapostolic

writings, were those which influenced the Church most.

No doubt Paul preached Jesus as the crucified but

risen and glorified Lord, and no doubt regarded

Baptism and the Eucharist as sacraments, but so did

all Hellenic Christians. Probably he would have re-

garded his doctrine of Faith and Justification as of

primary importance, but all the existing evidence

seems to show that it failed to convince the Jews,

or to be remembered by the Gentiles, until it was

rediscovered by Augustine.

Sacramental Christianity with an emphasis on

morality was henceforward the true characteristic of

the Church. But it had yet to give a more detailed

account of the Lord, and to attempt to come to terms

with Greek philosophy.

Except with regard to the Second Coming, the

Jewish ideas of the Davidic Messiah and of the Son-

of Man ceased to have any living importance. It
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was not <l<iul)tod that the I/<»r<l waM elivinr, l>ui t' •

\ven» two ways of c<in«i<i('rinj» lii.*^ «livii»ity. iUv "..

to regard .Iosum i\» a man wlio liad Imtii inhpiri'd l»y

the Holy Spirit, and had himtu'If l>ccn taken up into

the spliore of divinity after hifl death, so that ho, iu»

well an the spirit which had been in him, wum now

divine. This form of thoupht in generally known as

Adoptionism. The other way was to think (»f Jesus

jvs a pre - existent divine helm; who had Ke(<»ine

human.

The ditTerence between the two fomis of thought

is that whereas Adoptionism postulates a distinct

human personality for the human Jesus, which had

a beginning in time and was promoted to divinity,

the other tlieory postulates only a divine person

who became human. Both theories, therefore, l>egin

with inui h the same doctrine of CJod, as consisting, if

the metaphor may be used, of the two factors of the

Father and the Spirit, who was sometimes called his

Son,^ and was frequently identified with the Logos

of the (ireek philosophers. There is very little

evidence in early Christian writings for that distinction

between the Logos and the Spirit which afterward

became orthodox.

The competing existence of Adoptionist and Pre-

exist^i'nt Christology does much to explain the early

development of the doctrine of the Trinity. Starting

with the Father and the Spirit-son, Adoptionism added

* This proves that this form of thought is n"» Somifir
; h-iA • »-,t, >.^.

the Spirit woald scATcely have been mascoline.
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a tliird to the sphere of divinity, namely, the glorified

Jesus. This belief was preserved in the baptismal

formula of the Church of Eome, as found in Justin

Martyr, which was " In the name of the Father of all,

and in the name of Jesus Christ who was crucified

under Pontius Pilate, and in the name of the Holy

Spirit," and though Adoptionism was in the end

rejected, it left its permanent mark on Christian

theology in the " threeness " ^ of the doctrine of

God. The doctrines of Pre-existent Christology

could scarcely have had this result, ^ for it is

quite clear that the Logos and the Spirit were dis-

tinguished only in language, and the Incarnation

was, as it were, but an incident in the work of the

Logos.

Few things are more needed than study of this

side of the growth of Christian doctrine. Harnack's

History of Doctrine has indeed done something, but

many of the details of his work require to be worked

out, and some of his statements need revision.^

Older books, such as Dorner's History of the Doctrine

of the Person of Christ, admirable though they are,

have little value for this purpose, for they were

1 It would be unfair and misleading to say the doctrine of the Trinity.

That doctrine is not the statement of the " threeness " of God, but of the

relation which this bears to his unity.

^ No doubt the " threeness " was emphasised by the habit of three

immersions in baptism, whatever the origin of this practice may be, and by

philosophic reflections as to the properties of triangles such as are found in

Philo.

3 Illuminating suggestions can be found in P. C. Conybeare's The Key of

Truth and in H. Useners Weihnachlsjest.
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written (liH'tly witli tlio olijcct of oxpliiining aiul

leading up to Niccno and Chnlcedoniiin <l«H'trine.

All that can 1h» done in ihvac page« Ih Ut inditat^*

certjiin lines, which might l>o profitahly f«.llo\vcd up,

as U) the two chief centrcH of devclopiiM-nt, Unnie

and Kphesus, the fornuT representing in the main

Adoptiuuism and thf latter Pre -existent Chrifl-

tology.

After Antio( h liuiue seems to have been the most

important centre of Christianity in the first an»l early

second centuries. Certainly it was more important

than Corinth, though in some ways, owing U) the pre-

servation nf I'aul's correspondence, we know more

about Corinth than Pvome. Fortunately there are

extent a number of documents which illustrate it«

history, though none of them throw any real light on

it.s foundation, for it is unknown who was the fowndor

of the Church in Home.

The first of these documents is Paul's Epistle to

the Romans, but it is verj- strange how little this tells

us as to the hist^n- or nature of the Church in that

city. Apparently Paul was acquainted with Christians

in Rome before he went there himself, but there is no

suggestion that he regarded the Church there as the

foundation of Peter or of any other of the leading

missionaries. It is therefore by no means impossible

that the Church of Rome sprang up by the coming to

the city in increasing numbers of men who had

been converted elsewhere. Whether the Epistle to

the Romans was originally intended for that city or
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not is an open question/ but at least it was sent

to Rome in one of its forms, and that is after all the

most important fact. The most remarkable thing

about the revelation which it makes of the Christianity

at Rome is that the problems which seem to have

interested or distracted the Church are so much more

Jewish than Hellenic. The questions of the Law and

of the ultimate fate of Israel are so extensively

dealt with as to suggest a strongly Jewish ele-

ment in the Church. Jesus is, as in Corinth, a

Redeemer, but the problems of life for those who

accepted him suggest Jewish rather than Greek

antecedents.

What is the bearing of Romans on the Christology

of the Church at Rome ? Not, that is to say, what is

its evidence as to the thought of Paul, but how are

certain phrases in it likely to have been interpreted ?

The most important passage is Romans i. 1-4 :
" Paul,

a servant of Jesus Christ, a called apostle, separated

to God's gospel which He had promised beforehand

by His prophets in Holy Scriptures concerning His

Son, who became of the seed of David according to

the flesh, who was appointed Son of God miraculously

according to the spirit of holiness by resurrection

1 In the Earlier Epistles of St. Paul, ijp. 335 if. (especially p. 3G8), I

suggested that the shorter recension of the Epistle to the Romans, the

existence of which is proved by the evidence of the Latin breves, Tertullian,

Cyprian, and Marcion, and by the textual confusion surrounding the final

doxology, may be the same as that which omits all mention of Rome, and

that, if so, it was probably written originally for some other destination.

This suggestion has met with little approbation from critics, but with even

less discussion. I still think that it is worth consideration.
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from tlic tliail, .If.su.H Chri.st our I»rtl." ' \\ liaL in

lUi» likely to have inoant U) tiioHo who rviui it in (.truck

without any knowledge of a " I'n-exifitent " C'hruito-

log)' i I think that they wouhl Ijavc l>ccn inipn'jvHod

hv the parallelisiuH in the sentence : gara adpxa is

parallel to tcarn -rrnvfia ttyKO<rvfT)<; and ^« ajrip^uno^

^aviih is parallel to t'^ <ii'aoT<i<7((tK vtfcpatv. It Would

thus mean that Jesus had been a human In'ing by

behmtjinij to the family of David, and had been

ordained, or a])pointcd to be a " Spirit of hoiineiiH/'

l>y Ix'ing raised from the dead : fcara adpxa explains

the result of yfvofUvov <V inrtpfiaTo*; Aat/cid, and Kara

TTj'fu/irt nyicoavvT}^ explains the result of opiadtmo^

uiou . . . €^ dvaardatax: vexpiop. That is Adopt ion-

ism, and though the passage has l)een explained in

terms of a Pre-existent Christology by those who
for oilier reasons are convinced that this was the real

nature of Paul's doctrine, it could be taken quite

easily in this Adopt ionist way, for opiadimo<i could

mean " became by means of appointment " quite as

well as d<f>(opiafi€vo<t could mean the same thing N\'ith

regard to Paul's apostleship.' The general impression

made by the verse would be, to any one who had

A(ioptionist views already, that Jesus, who was bom
' nafAflt ioiiXfft 'lifffoC' XptffTov KXifrii dritfroXo:

$tou i rixtfrirrytiXaro 3id ruw rpo^ifrwr ai^roi' /r -

airro? rov ytrouirov it rripiiarm \ai-<ii «aTA aipva -:•.

* The jushficstion for aAsaming th»t the Charch at Rome probably

had Adoptionist ' ••< thr unrloniablr fact that o«rly in the second

century Hennas i ii»w, and there is no evidence that he waj* an

innovator.
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as a human being into the family of David (which

gave him a certain well-miderstood. claim to the title

Son of God), had by the Resm:rection been promoted

to another kind of sonship, not as a human being of

flesh, but as a spiritual being.

The next document in probable chronological order

which seems to belong to Rome is the Epistle to the

Hebrews. It is much disputed by critics whether it

was written in Rome or to Rome, but that it was

extant there can hardly be doubted in view of the

extensive quotations from it in the Epistle of Clement.

It reveals a different mind from that of the Epistle

to the Romans, but once more it is Jewish questions

which are uppermost. The main problem is the

meaning of the ritual law. Nevertheless, as in Romans,

there are sufficient traces of sacramental teaching to

make it clear that Christianity in Rome as in Corinth

meant the sacramental cult of a saving Lord. This

was the basis of everything, but the problems which

arose from the attempt to work out its implications

are as markedly Jewish in Rome as they are Greek in

Corinth. It does not mean, of course, that there

were no Greeks in Rome, any more than that there

were no Jews in Corinth, but the dominating influence

was Jewish in one and Greek in the other.

The Epistle to the Hebrews seems at first to be

much more obviously " Pre-existent " in its Christo-

logy than the Epistle to the Romans, indeed it

could well be explained on the theory that it was

maintaining a Pre - existent Christology against a
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rival form of the mimu general type which uieiilifaNl

the pre existrnt ('hri.st with an nngel. But if one luik

whether tliis woiiM have l>een ch'ar to a reu/ler with

Adopt ionist prineiple^i, it can be seen that he wouhl

very easily have int^Tprckul it in acoortlanee with

his own idca«. The question of what the Son of God

was before the Incarnation is not the centre of the

discussion. What is important is the function of

Hi^h Priest in Heaven which he now fulfils, and this

function is the consequence of Iiis human life. It is

true that in the first chapter there are phrases which

are most naturally explained by " pre-existent

'

doctrine, but though the writer appeiirs to l>e explain-

ing the essential superiority of the Son to angels, in

chapter ii. this superiority is the result of the Passion

and Resurrection, and in verse 10 the di\'ine being,

*' througli whom and for whom are all tilings," is

distinguished from the leader of our salvation, who Is,

of course, Jesus.* It is plain that this verse, difficult

to understand on other lines of thought, is quite

intelligible if it be interpreted in the light of that

Adopt ionism which, as we know from Jlermas, used

" Son of God " for the Holy Spirit and also for the

glorified Jesus.

It is very hard not to discuss tliis question as

though Adoptiouism and Pre-existent Christology

* 'Erp€TtP -^-ap aiT^ 5i' Ar rd rdrra cai 3t' oA rA rdrra roXXoit liovt ti\

56^i> ayayorra rir apxriyitr T^t vurrfpiat aiVJir £(i Ta^rftidrtfr r(\ftu>9ai.

The English translators take ayayirra as referring to the same person a* ain^^

but it
- - - TticAlly preferabl- * —-•--- :• -- - _..-i;.: -. -- *

«pxr/
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were consciously competing systems from tlie begin-

ning. That is of course not true : none of these writers

was consciously discussing the question. For this

reason elements can be found in the Epistle to the

Romans and in the Epistle to the Hebrews which are

easily susceptible of an Adoptionist interpretation,

and others equally indicative of Pre-existent Christo-

logy. This means that Christians at that moment

had not formulated the problem. But The Shepherd

of Hermas shows that in Rome an important body

of Christians did become wholly Adoptionist, and

if they used Romans and Hebrews, they probably

interpreted the passages indicated above in agree-

ment with their own opinions and passed over the

rest—in accordance with the best tradition of Biblical

commentators.

A third document is the first Epistle of Peter. If

this were really written by Peter it cannot be much

later in date than Romans, and would probably be

earlier than Hebrews, but it seems increasingly clear

that the Epistle refers to a later period, and cannot

be the work of the Apostle. It is concerned in the

main with the problem of persecution, and though the

matter is extremely obscure, on the whole a date early

in the second century in the time of Trajan and Pliny

seems the most likely. Whether the indications that

it comes from Rome are not part of the fiction of its

authorship is at least open to question, but the point

is not very important. If it be really Roman it shows

traces of a further development of sacramental Chris-
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tianit y, but docs not throw iiauh liplit on itis clctailfl.

It hiw some Hiinilarity in 1 to H< )»ut

very little in the picture |.i< - iii< 1 of ( im-i u.ity.

The central point in it is tlie einphaaiH on baptismal

regeneration, which gives ChristianB the certainty of

immortality. The e»chatological expectation of the

'* revelation of Jesus Christ " is strongly marke<!, but

there is no emphasis on the hope of resurrection. On

one point, however, there is a clo.se resemblance to

Paul. Spirit and tlesh are contrasted, and it is clearly

iin]>li<Hl that after death the Christian, like the Christ,

is s])irit and not flesh. It throws little light on the

question of Adopt ionism, for though there is nothing

ill it whicli contradicts Pre-existont Christolog}', there

is also nothing in it which would have startled an

Adoptionist.

After this ' comes the first Epistle of Clement, a

letter sent by the Church of Rome to the Church at

Corinth. It is generally dated at the end of the first

century, but there is really very little evidence, and

it is curious that this date should be accepted with so

little hesitation by almost all critics. It is in the

main an ethical treatise, more especially on the

importance of good order in the community. This

* Though, if the late date for I Peter be accepted, 1 Gemcnt U the earlier

docamcnt. But the chronology of 1 Clement seems to me lew certain than

it is usually held to be. It depends on two factors, both doubtful: (1)

the chronology of the list of Roman bishops in Eusebius and in the Liber

Pontificalis : (2) the «iirpo!»ofl rnfrrnnrc in tl. ' pen»ecn-

tion under Domitian. Against the,»e is tl. -it in The

Shepherd of Hernias, and the apparontly clear tmUmuuy of the Canon of

Muratori that The Shepherd was written about A.D. 140.
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teaching is based almost exclusively on the Old

Testament.

There is very little in 1 Clement which throws

any light on Christology or on sacraments. For the

history of doctrine, in fact, 1 Clement is, considering

its length, a remarkably disappointing document, but

two passages are important. In 1 Clement xHi., " The

Apostles received the Gospel for us from the Lord Jesus

Christ, Jesus the Christ was sent from God," there is a

clear statement of the supernatural claims of the

apostles, but made in such a way as to imply a lower

view of Christ than Nicene orthodoxy : he is the middle

term between God and the apostles, and is separated

from the one as clearly as from the other. The "Lord "

is more than man, but is not God. The excellence

of the Lord is also expressed in 1 Clement xxxvi.,

in words reminiscent of Hebrews. " This is the way "

{i.e. the way referred to in Psalms 1. 23, " The sacrifice

of praise shall glorify me, and therein is a way in which

I will show him the salvation of God ") '' beloved, in

which we found our salvation, Jesus Christ, the high

priest of our offerings, the defender and helper of our

weakness. Through him we fix our gaze on the heights

of heaven, through him we see the reflection of his

faultless and lofty countenance, through him the eyes

of our hearts were opened, through him our fooHsh

and darkened understanding blossoms toward the

light, through him the Master {i.e. God) willed that

we should taste the immortal knowledge, ' who being

the brightness of his majesty is by so much greater
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tiiaii uiip'U, uH he linth inhcnUHl a more oxcoUont

muiH*.' Kor it is \vntt4'n that * Who makcth his

angels spiritvH, and his ininist<'rM a flaiin- of fir*'.' I*ut

of his son the Ma.stor said thus, ' Thou art my Son,

to-day have I begotten thee ; ask of me and I will

give theo the heathen for thine inheritance."* Tho

resemblance to Hebrews is obvious, but thr

li;^ht than might be expected on Clement's ChrisUjlogy.

What did he think was the ineaniFig of " To-day have

I beg(^tten thee " ? The one point which comes

out clearly is that the Church was regarded as an

institution for the securing of the salvation offered

by the death of Christ. It has a divine authority,

for just as Christ came from God, so the Apostles

came from Christ. It may almost be said that the

Epistle has a high Ecclesiology but an undeveloped

Christolog}'.

Thus the Christianity revealed by 1 Clement

suggests a Church wliich had accepted Jewish ethics

aud a Jewish hope for resurrection, and regarded

Jesus as th« divine messenger of God, who in turn

had appointed the Apostles as the foundation of the

Cliurch. It is a very simple fonn of cult, and in

the prayer which Clement quotes almost ever}-thing

is directed t-owards the Father. It is Hellenised

Judaism without the ceremonial law, Imt with a

belief in Jesus and the Chiirch.

The next document concerned with the Church of

Rome is in many ways the most import^int. TJie

Shepherd of Hennas is not an easy book to appreciate
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at first. It is a series of interviews between Hermas

and various supernatural beings who give liim good

advice. It may be as late as 140, but many think

that it is earlier. The book was written with the

practical purpose of guiding rightly the Christians in

Rome. There is nothing in Hermas which really con-

tradicts anything in 1 Clement, but it supplements

it in several directions. In the first place, like

Clement, it attaches great importance to the Church.

No salvation is possible except in the Church, and

those who are and remain in it secure eternal life, or,

in the phrase of Hermas himself, " live to God." The

only point on which Hermas is really difierent is that

he seems to have nothing to say about a resurrection,

and apparently was content with immortality. But

this may be merely an accident and cannot be pressed.

The book throws great light on the development of

thought and practice in Rome, and its Christology is

the most instructive example which we possess of

early Adoptionism.

The evidence is so important, and Hermas is in

general so little studied, that the main passage (Sim.

V. 2. 1 fi.) may be quoted :
" Listen to the Parable

which I am going to tell you concerning Fasting. A
certain man had a field, and many servants, and on

part of the field he planted a vineyard. And he chose

out a certain servant, who was faithful, in good esteem

and honour with him, and he called him and said to

him : Take this vineyard which I have planted,

and fence it until I come, and do nothing more to the
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vincvanl. An<l follow this order of rnino and you

shuU have your freiMioin from inc. Ami tlie nuiftir

of the servant went ahroarl. Now when he \uu\ gon«'

the servant took and fenceii the vineyard, and when

he had finished the fencing of the vineyard he wiw that

tlie vineyard was full of weeds. Therefore he reasoned

\n iiiinself, saying : I have finished this order of the

Lord : 1 will next dig this vineyard, and it will l>e

better when it is du^, and having no weetls will yield

more fruit, not being choked by the weeds. He took

and dug the vineyard, and pulled out all the weeds

which were in the vineyard. And tliat vineyanl

became vitv beautiful and fertile with ii<» wrcds U)

choke it. After a time the master of the servant

and the field came, and ent-ered int-o the vineyard,

and seeing the Wneyard beautifully fenced, and

moreover, dug, and all the weeds pulled up and vines

fertile, he was greatly pleased at the acts of the servant.

So he called his beloved son, whom he had as heir,

and his friends whom he had as coun.sellors, and told

them what he had ordered his servant, and what he

had found accomplished. And they congratulated

the servant on the character which the master gave

him. And he said to them :
' I promised this servant

his freedom if he kept the orders which I gave him.

Now he has kept my orders, and has added good

work in the vineyard, and greatly pleased me. So in

reward for tliis work which he has done I wish to make

him joint-heir \^ith my son, because, when he had a

good thought he did not put it on one side, but carried
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it out. The son of the master agreed with this plan,

that the servant should be joint-heir with the son.

After a few days he made a feast and sent to him

much food from the feast. But the servant took

the food which was sent to him by the master, kept

what was sufficient for himself, and distributed the

rest to his fellow-servants. And his fellow-servants

were glad when they received the food, and began to

pray for him, that he might find greater favour with

his master, because he had treated them thus. His

master heard of all these doings, and again rejoiced

greatly at his conduct. The master again assembled

his friends and his son, and reported to them what

he had done with the food which he had received, and

they were still more pleased that the servant should

be made joint-heir with his son."

A little later on the angel explains this passage.

There is first a confused discussion as to the work of

the Son, and it is not easy to be sure whether the

reference is to the Holy Spirit or to Jesus, but finally

the following clear statement is given :
" The Holy

Spirit which is pre-existent, which created all creation,

did God make to dwell in the flesh which he willed.

Therefore this flesh, in which the Holy Spirit dwelled,

served the Spirit well, walking in hohness and purity,

and did not in any way defile the spirit. When,

therefore, it had lived nobly and purely, and had

laboured with the Spirit, and worked with it in every

deed, behaving with power and bravery, he chose it

as companion with the Holy Spirit ; for the conduct
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of tlli-H flosll pK'.lSod hilM, Imt.iii<- li «.i^ lii»i «i'iii«>i

while it was ln-aring the Holy Spirit on earth. There-

fore he took the Son ' and the ghiriouiJ tingcU on

counsellors, that this fieah also, having wrved the

Spirit blanieleiksly, should have some place of uojouni,

and not seem to have lost the reward of it« »er\'ice.

Kor all fiesh in wliich the Holy Spirit has dwelt shall

receive the reward if it be found undefiled and spotleas.

You have the exi)lanation of this parable also."

These passages clearly represent (iod as having

a Son wlio is the pre-existent Spirit. This Spirit

is sent into human beings but leaves them if they are

guilty of any misconduct. In the case of one man,

h<nvever, who is not named Init is obnou.sly intended

to be Jesus, the Spirit found complete obedience.

The result was that the Father propo.sed to the Son,

that is the Spirit, and to the counsellors, that is the

angels, that this human being or flesh as Hernias calls

it, should be exalted and glorified and put on an

equality with the Son. This was done, and the

implication of the book is that the same opportunity

is offered to all others who are willing to follow their

Lord. It is interesting to notice that, though it

would be an abuse of language, it might be said that

Hernias has a doctrine of the Trinity, but that his

Trinity does not consist of Father, Son, and Spirit,

> Cf. Sim. ix. 1 :
" For that Spirit is the .Sen of God," and the I^tin

(Vulg8t«) t<>xt of Sim. V. .'». 1. which add* to the erplanation of the Parable

the exact statement. *' Now the Son is the Holy Spirit." It in uncertAin

whether this is the trtie text or merely correct explanation, but in general

the Latin text i.<» better than that of the Athos M.S..—the only Greek evidence

at this }x>int.
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but of Father, pre -existent Son, that is the Spirit,

and adopted Son, that is Jesus. The exact details,

however, of the relations subsisting between those

three is a question more easily asked than answered,

and the next investigator of Hermas will have to con-

sider it very carefully. It is at present only possible to

define the problem. As was said above, Hermas seems

to imply that the Spirit existed from the beginning

alongside of the Father, but he also implies the

existence of many other good spirits opposed to the

army of demons who people the world. These good

spirits seem at times to be identified with angels, and

the question will have some day to be discussed afresh

of the relation of these spirits to the Spirit who is the

Son of God and of both to the angels. Moreover, the

question cannot be solved without taking into account

the composition of Hermas. Closely connected with

this problem is that of the identification of the Son

of God with an angel who is sometimes described as

" the most glorious angel " and sometimes named as

Michael. Did Hermas think that the Spirit who was

the Son is identical with Michael, or that Jesus became

Michael, or in what way are the facts to be explained ?

Finally, did Hermas think that Christians became

angels at their death ?
^

On what book did Hermas base his interpretation

of Jesus ? There is no proof that he made use of any

of our existing gospels, just as it is very doubtful

whether 1 Clement was acquainted with any of them.

^ See Appendix on pp. 137 ff.



There i.s, indeeil, in i ('lenient one piuuiagc referring

to the wonlrt of .le.siis,' l)iit it cannot l>e wiid timt thin

i« ii ((uotution either fn)m Muttljew or Luke. It haa

point.s of simihirity to l>oth, but aj^reeH complct^'ly with

neit her. No theory to exphiin the facta is convincing,

for three are pos,sil»K\ It may he a confused remini«-

ceiice of the existing (Jospela, or it may be the pnmf

that a harmony was already in existence, or it may

1)0 drawn from a document which was used Ia* both

Matthew ami Luke in other words, the Q of the

critics. DilTerent minds will see difTerent grades of

probability in these three hypoth*- .-. liut there is

III) evidence to settle the question.

There is no satisfactory proof that the canonical

gospels were known in the Church of K(»me until the

time of Justin Martyr. If, however, the question l>e

discussed not on the basis of what gospel is quoted by

Hernias or Clement, for none of them are by either,

but merely on the ground of their doctrinal afTmities,

the gospel of Mark has the be^t claim to consideration.

According to the other gospels Jesus was the Son of

God from his birth, but, though Mark could be other-

wise interpreted, the most obvious meaning of the

gospel as it stands is that Jesus became iSon of God

at the baptism when the Spirit descended upon him.

» " Especially rpmembering the word* of the Lord Jmus which he Bpoke

when he was teaching Kentlcno*s and lonp-suffering. For ho spoke thu» :

' Bo merciful, that yc may ohtain merry. Forgive, that ye may be forgiven.

•As ye do. so shall it be done unto you. As ye give, so shall it be given unto

you. As ye judge, so shall ye bo judged. As ye are kind, so shall kinfineaa

be shewn you. With what measure j*e mete, it shall be measured to

yoo.'
"
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It can hardly- be merely a coincidence that this gospel is

actually attributed by tradition ^ to a Church which

was at first adoptionist.

Sacramental adoptionist Christianity seems to be

the nearest approach to a complete transformation to

a mystery religion with no philosophy, which is found

in the history of Christianity, but even here the

basis is Jewish.

This is plain in its treatment of conduct. It had

apparently accepted the sacramental remission of

sins in baptism, and there is no trace in this of any

allusion to original sin ; the sins which are remitted

had been committed by the Christian before his

baptism, and there is no suggestion of any inheritance

of sin. Hermas never contemplated infant baptism.

The baptized Christian started with a clean slate, but

what would happen to him if he lapsed again into sin ?

The Epistle to the Hebrews clearly thought that he

had no hope of further forgiveness, and Hermas refers

very plainly, if not to the Epistle to the Hebrews

itself, at least to teaching which it represents. This

teaching was, of course, calculated either to maintain

a high standard of conduct or else to change the

definition of sin. Apparently none of the other

mystery religions ever attached this importance to

conduct after initiation, but human nature presented

some difficulties in the enforcement of the Christian

theory. It was found that the baptized frequently,

^ There is no entirely convincing evidence in favour of this tradition.

See, however, B. W. Bacon, " The Roman Origin of the Gospel of Mark,"

in Harvard Theological Studies, vii.
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if not always, lapsed into sin, and that the Hituution

coniplainod of by 4 Ezra wan repeating itwif.* What

was tlu" use of a system which ()fTcre<l men ininiortuhty,

but only on conditions whidi no one iMiuld fulfil ?

Hernias solved the problem by having recourse to

another element in .Icwish tlioui^dit. He ajjpcaled to

the possibility of n'pentance, and put his solution of

the problem into the form of a revelation made to

him by an anpel the Shepherd of the book. The

revelation which Hennas announces is that there is

one repentance, but only one, for those who sin after

baptism. If repentance is taken merely as an act

of contrition this obviously does little to solve the

problem : it is not really suflicient to cover the facts

of human nature. But for Hernias repentance is

much more than contrition. It consists apparently

of cheerful submission to all the unpleasant happen-

' "
I answered then and said. Tliis i« my first and \wt saving, that it

had been better not to have given the earth unto Adam : or el*o when it vaa

given hira, to have restrained him from sinning. For what profit is it (or

men now in this present time to live in heavineas, and after death to look

for punishment 7 O thou .\dam. what hast thou done ? for though it w»
thou thnt sinned, thou art nf.t fallen alone, but we all that come of thee.

For what profit is it unto us, if there be promised us an immortal time,

whereas we iiave done the works that bring death * And that there is

promised us an overlastinj; hope, whereas ourselve- ' wicked are

made vain ? And that there are laid up for us <i> ' health and

safety, whereas we have lived wickedly ? And that the piory of the Most

High is kept to defend them which have led a warj- life, whereas we have

walked in the most wicked ways of all T And that there should be shewed

a paradise whose fruit endureth for ever, wherein is security and medicine,

since we shall not enter into it 7 For we have walked in unpleafiant places.

And that the faces of them which have used abstinence shall shine above

the stars, whereas our faces shall be blacker than darkness 7 For while

we lived and committed iniquity, we considered not that we should begin

to suffer for it after death " (4 Ezra vii. 4''i-50).
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ings of life, which are regarded as organised by an

angel, specially appointed for the purpose, in order

to adapt them to the improvement of sinners. From

the general characteristic of the parables it is clear

that Hermas did not contemplate the immediate

restoration of the penitent, or the immediate elimina-

tion of sin. Penitence is for him an unpleasant

process of education, and I think he contemplates

the probability that it is life-long. Like all education

it demands that the pupil shall obey his teacher, and

the teacher is in this case the angel of repentance,

who arranges life so as to make it educative. It is

the beginning of the great Catholic system of penance

which it is so difficult to estimate at its full value

because of its corruption and exploitation in the

Middle Ages. Whether one believes in the existence

of an angel of repentance or not, the view that life

with all its happenings is an education, which gradually

teaches men, if they are willing to accept it, how to

cease to be sinful, was a great lesson for the second

century, and I do not doubt that it had much to do

with producing in the next century a Church which,

in spite of persecution, ultimately won the assent of

the best part of the Roman world. Though the form

in which Hermas presented his teaching was mytho-

logical and crude it contained truths which cannot be

neglected.

No one can read The ShejjJierd of Hermas without

feeling that it has not been adequately discussed by

modern scholarship. It is the key to the proper
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uixicrstiindin^ of Koinan CiiriNtianity ul the l>o^inning

of the si'forui ronturv, l)Ut to uho thw key properly

it must 1)0 8ul)jerto(l to a proceHH of (Titiii«ni to

tletermiiic tlie n-latioiis of it»s coihstituent part« to

one another, and to the contemporary or almoKt

eont('rn])nr.irv tlocumenta— 1 Clement and the Kpwtle

to tlic Hebrews.

Adoptionist Christianity was not destined to eon-

(juer the worhl,and tlioiij^li Roman Cliristianity proved

to i)e the surviving form it had first to change much

of its character in a manner which can with somedepree

of picturesque exaggeration be described as conquest

l>\- I'lphesus.

riie early development of Christianity m Kj»h('sus

is more obscure than it is in Home ; it ceased (juite

soon to flourish in its place of origin, but lived on

elsewhere. The documents which represent the first

stages of its growth are the later Pauline epistle,'*.

and the Fcuirth Gospel. They are inextrical)ly

involved in critical questions which have as yet

received less attention than the synoptic problem.

This is especially true of the later epistles. In them,

as distinct from the earlier epistles, we have a cosmical

Christolog}' whi( h regards Christ as a pre-existent

divine person who became a human being, nf

that there is no doubt, nor can it be disputed that

there are one or two passages in the earlier epistles

which seem to pave the way for this kind of thought

;

but these passages are very few, and as it were wholly
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incidental. Thus the critical question arises whether

these later epistles were written by the same person

as the author of the earlier ones. The point has

never been discussed fully in England, and by but

a very few scholars on the Continent. The result is

that it is only possible at present to say that three

solutions are possible and are awaiting discussion.

The first is that Paul's thought moved very rapidly

in the last years of his life, and that the difference

between the earlier and the later epistles only re-

presents the development of his thought. This is

certainly a possible solution. There is no literary

objection to it which cannot adequately be answered.

The only doubt is the psychological question whether

the development implied is not so great as to be

improbable. A second possibility is that the later

epistles are not Pauline but are the work of some of

Paul's followers. This is also possible, and from the

nature of the case scarcely admits of proof or of

refutation. The third possibility was suggested in

1877 by H. J. Holtzmann, who thought that Ephesians

represents the work of the second generation, and that

Colossians was a genuine epistle interpolated by the

author of Ephesians. It is said sometimes that this

is an incredibly complicated hypothesis. Undoubtedly

it is complicated, but so are the facts, and those who

regard it as incredible forget that it is merely the

application to the Pauline epistles of exactly the

same process as every one knows to have been suffered

by the epistles of Ignatius. Therefore this theory
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also i.H perfcrtiy poHsiMc. and ultiiimtoly, iinloAS the

intortvst in <Titical quefitions diw» out altogi'thor,

tho discussion of these throe poHsiliiliticH irt certain to

receive fresh attention.*

The critical questions concerned with the Fourth

Clospel arc Ijctter known. Hut whether it is later than

the later epistles of Paul, and whether it represenU

the result of tlieir influence or is a parallel line of

thought is another prohleni which has not yet l)een

fullv discu.ssed : in any ca.'^e, it is copnate with then).

No one knows who wrote the Fourtli (iospel. Tradi-

tion ascribes it to John the son of Zebedec, but all

critical probability is again.st this theory. It seems

tolerably clear that the Fourth Oospel was not written

by an eye-witness, and that it implies not a knowledge

of the historic Jesus so much as an acquaintance with

the subapostolic Church. It is apparently an attempt

to rewrite the story of Jesus in the interests of a

*' prc-existent " Christology, and of a high form of

sacramental teaching.

Tradition connects both the later Pauline epistles

and the Fourth Gospel with the Province of Asia, and

especially with Ephesus. There is no reason for

doubting tliis tradition, but it is ?tran[TP hnw soon its

' I hftvo at present no clear opininn on tii*- jir-.t'irm. r^rrjit tn.ii I am
strongly disinclined to accept the rather popular view which reccireB

Colossians a.« Pauline and rejects Kpheiiiftn!«. I'niess some ; r
"

Holtzmann's bo accepted. I think that f'olosaians and E]

fall together. The popular distinction is partlj due to the fact that Prc^-

testant scholarship is more sensitive to the un-Pauline eccle~«i'^lf'i'v "f

Ephosians. which it repudiates, than to the un-Paaline Cbr '

Colossians, t-^ ");.). .» ,.n ,.r,.s
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creative spirit passed to Alexandria, a Church of

which the origin is as obscure as the later history is

famous.

Tantalising though many of these problems are,

there is no doubt as to the main characteristics of the

Christianity of Ephesus and its neighbourhood. Its

Christology was the reverse of Adoptionist. It did

not think of Jesus as a man who had become divine,

but as a God who had become human. Moreover,

an identification of this pre-existent being with the

Logos of the philosopher was gradually approached

in the later Epistles, and finally made in the Prologue

to the Fourth Gospel.

The word Logos has an intricate and long history

which has often been treated in books on the New

Testament : it is quite unnecessary to repeat it at

length. But it has not usually been sufficiently noted

that the difficulty of the problems raised by it are

mainly due to its use in different ways in different

systems of thought. The popular Stoic philosophy,

with its belief in a God immanent in the universe,

could use Logos in the sense of the governing principle

of the world, and as little less than a synonym, or, per-

haps one should say, description of God. On the other

hand, a transcendental theology such as Platonism,

believing in a God entirely above all existence in the

universe, needed a connecting link between God and

the world, and could use Logos in this sense. Finally,

a mediatising writer such as Cornutus could explain

that the Logos was Hermes, and so triumphantly



rcconrili" philonophy jin<i myth, by giving a mytho-

logical meaning to a philosophic t(>rm.

All this is clear enough ; hut the difTicult; i- j^mi-

when one asks in which sense the writer of the Fourth

Gospel uswl the phra.se. Did he mean that the I^ogos

wa.s the anima mundi ? The phrase " the true light

which lighteth every one" is susceptible of such a

meaning. liut it seems more probable that his

theology was in the main tran.scendental. and that

the Logos was for him the connecting link between

God and the world. But how far is the Prologue

really met^iphysical and riot comparable in it^s identifi-

cation o( .lesus and the Lntjds to Cornutus,* with his

identification of Hermes and the Logos ?

l*'urthor prol>Iems arise if an efTort is made to

reconstruct fully the Ephesian Christianity of which

the Fourth (Jospel is the product. After the Prologue

the Logos does not seem to be mentioned again ; Jesus

appears as the supernatural Lord (though this word

is not characteristic of the Gospel) who reveals the

Father to men. He offers them salvation by regenera-

tion in Ijaptism, and by eating his flesh and bloml in

the Eucharist. They become supcmaturally the

cliildren of God. This is the teaching of the Hellenised

Church, notof the historic Jesus. But running through

the Gospel there is also another line of thought which

regards salvation as due to knowledge rather than

sacraments. What is the relation to each other of

Corautus, Dc yatura Dtorum., xvi
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these two ways of regarding salvation ? The problem

has scarcely been formulated by the students of the

Fourth Gospel, much less adequately discussed.

Obviously the tendency of Ephesian Christianity

was to minimise the human characteristics of the

historic Jesus, and to merge into Docetism. This can

be seen in the Fourth Gospel, and in the allied Johan-

nine Epistles. The writer is fully aware of the danger,

and protests against Docetism, but his own writings

with very small changes would have been admirably

adapted for Docetic purposes.^

If Ephesian Christianity had never come to Rome,

and met its complement in the Adoptionists, it might,

in spite of the Fourth Gospel, have degenerated into

thorough-going Docetism, or have been represented

only by Gnostics. It is hard either to prove or to

refute the suggestion that Alexandrian Gnosticism

of the Valentinian type came from Ephesus along

the Syrian coast, and that the ultimately successful

Catholicism of Pantaenus and Clement came from the

other stream which passed first northwards and then

through Italy to Alexandria. Each of these streams

accumulated new ideas on the way : the stream pass-

ing through Syria found the Eastern Gnostics of whom

Simon Magus is alleged to have been the first. The

other stream passed through Rome and found Adop-

tionism. The combination with this strengthened

the belief in the true humanity of Jesus, and in his

1 The Leucian Acts of John and Andrew, which seem to have a real

connection with the Johannine tradition, represent this Docetic tendency.
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real divinity, thus providing the groundwork for

the Christological tlevelopment of IrcnatniJi and \m

successors in the fourth century.*

Tlic man who seems to liavc brought Kphesian

Christianity to Rome was Justin Martyr, soinrtimes

called tlie IMiilosopher. This title is somewhat unfair

to philosophers, for the only claim wliich Justin could

make to the name was that he had dabbled with little

profit in manv schools before he was converted to

Christianity by an old man who gave him tin* riinsiian

interpretation of the Old 'J'estament.

Justin is in fact not much more philosophic than

11. Mill. IS. His Christology is the incarnation of the

Logos; but Lofjos is for him merely the name of a

second God who is responsible for creation and re-

demption. Of the many books which ho is said to

have written only his two Apologies and his Dialogue

with Tr\'pho are extant. The latter is a long rambling

exposition of the proof from the Old Testament, in

the Septuagint version, that there is a " second God,"

and that his incarnation in Jesus was foretold. The

Apologies also are full of proof from the Old Testament,

but contain most valuable statements as to the

Cliristian cult and its sacraments. They are also

remarkable for insisting that the heathen religions

are due to the clumsy efforts of demons to deceive

men by false fulfilments of scripture.

* I must emphasise the speculative nature of this snpjrestion. .So far aji

I know, there is not any erirlencc that Pantaenua was in Rome, or that

Oement was influenced bv Roman thought. But—merely as a gaam—
t)u> t(\i\ nii\»-.\\> to nif .IS prrihalilo in i(«elf.
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Justin was not a man of commanding intellect,

but lie seems to have brought Ephesian Christianity

to Rome, and so began in that city the synthesis

with Greek philosophy which the later Pauline

epistles and Fourth Gospel began in Ephesus and

Origen completed in Alexandria. He appears to

have been martyred in Rome, perhaps owing to the

hostility of Crescens, a cynic philosopher with whom
he had quarrelled. The acts of his martyrdom are

extant ; the most significant point in them is his

dissociation from other bodies of Christians in Rome.^

This is seen from the following extract from his

examination by Rusticus the Prefect

:

" Rusticus the prefect said, ' Where do you

assemble ?
' Justin said, ' Where inclination and

ability lead each of us. For do you really think that

we all assemble in the same place ? That is not the

case, because the God of the Christians is not locally

circumscribed, but, though he cannot be seen, fills

heaven and earth and receives worship and glorifica-

tion from the faithful in all places.' Rusticus the

prefect said, ' Tell me where you assemble or in what

place you collect your disciples.' Justin said, ' I am
staying above the baths of a certain Martin, the son

of Timothinus, and throughout this period (it is my
second visit to Rome) I am unacquainted with any

other assembly except that in this house. And if

^ The address in Rome which Justin gives is obscure, but it is supposed to

be the same as the bath called Novatian's on the Via Viminalis. See Otto's

note on the subject.
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'.

aiiy t)ii«" wislu'd to coiiu" with in«'. 1 t oiuiuuni* iilcti to

liirn tlic words of truth.' " *

It \v«»iil(l 1»»' j)ns>il.h' tn till a Vdluinc with tlio di«-

lussion of thr (h'vchjpnuMit of the Logos doctrine after

the tiiuf of Justin Martyr. All tliat can here be done

is to note iiow it passed from Konie to Alexandria

—

from .lust in to ( )ri^«'n and t(Mdinparo certain aspects

of it witli Adopt ionist Christianity, and to conaider

till' position wliicli either of these Christologies can

take in modern theolopy.

It is verv (h»ul»tfui whether Justin Martyr or the

writer of the Fourth (Jospel had any concept of Im-

material Reality. To Justin Martyr, at least, the

LofTos appears to have been a second (Jo<l, and his

idenlilieation of Jesus witli the Logos is much more

like that of Comutus

—

jmUcUis 7nntamUs—ihiin any-

thing else which we possess. But however this may

be, the Logos Christology was invaluable for Origen

in finding room in Christian tlieology for the identi-

fication of (tod with Immaterial Reality. We may

paraphrase ratlier than explain his teaching by saying

tliat he believed in the divinity and \mity of Immaterial

wpoaifKffii «ai Sivafd% ivri. Tdirwi yit.p poni^fit iw^l rh ai>rA ov^ifxtoBiu

7p<i^rat, dWA aiparin wr rir ovpopbf koI riji' yfir tXijpoI «rai xairTaxo^' i'wi

Tu>y TicTui* wpoaKifftTcu Kai 6o^i'«T«u. 'Foi«Ti«di Irapxoi c«w«»* K/W,

vov ffwipxt<f6t fj *'» xoTor rowof aOpoiittt toOs ftafffjTit oov; lovrru^ot

tlrtr' 'E^u* irdfu nifu rutin yKaprivov rov Tino$irov ^aXofciot', koI rapA

xirra rbp XP^"" ToCTor (tTt5rJ/i.7jffa 5^ ry TufLoiiMrp v^Xci toTto itvTtf>op)

Kal ov yiftJixTKu dWiy* ripii <n-p{\€vffu> «' m*) '^•' ^Ktlfov. »-ai tf rii i^ovKtro

6.(piKPtltiOai rap ifioi, tAOtrwroi* ai>rip rdv rrji dXi/^cuit \iyur.
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Eeality, but thought also that diversity as well as

unity could be predicated of it ; that man belonged on

one side of his nature to Immaterial Keality, and that,

so far as he did so, he shared the attribute of eternity.

Like other thinkers, Origen failed to make clear

exactly what is the relation between the Immaterial

Keality which is eternal and changeless and the

Material Reality which is subject to change and

time, and is the basis of phenomena. But in some

way, he believed, the Logos ^ was that power of Im-

material Reality which stretches out and mingles with

the world of matter. It is impossible and undesirable

to expound at length this general theory ; it must

suffice to notice its bearings on Christology.

In the first place, it seems to have overcome the

tendency of Logos theology to produce Docetism.

The earlier forms of this kind of teaching which repre-

sented the Logos as a spirit who came down to rescue

humanity offered no real reason for maintaining the

true humanity of Jesus. It seems to have been the

pressure of recognised fact, which had not yet been

forgotten, which made the writer of the Fourth Gospel

and of the First Epistle of John protest so strongly

against Docetism. The tendency of their teaching

by itself was all the other way, and the Acts of John,

with their completely unreal humanity of Jesus, are

the natural, though no doubt unlooked-for, results of

the Ephesian school. But that is not the case with

^ The elements of multiplicity, he thinks, are contained in the Logos,

which is therefore secondary to the Father.

K
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Origon. and cannot \yQ the ca«e with any C'hrwtoloj^y

or tlieolopy which really underetancb* tlie <l<Ktrine of

IiiunaUrial Koality. It is jK>si<il)le U) have a Kjjiril.

usiu^ the word in the jMtjnilar and material wiiw.

whith looks like a human being, Init in not really <in<',

hut that cannot be so with Immaterial Reality.

Oripcn achieved a synthesis with (ireek philosophy

whicli enal)led Christianity to accept a lu'licf in Im-

material Reality without a Docetic Christolopy, hut it

must he rememl)ered that ( )rijien was ahle to do this

largely because he stocxl in the line of succession from

the Fourth Ttospel and Justin Martyr. He did not

tiike the word Logos in the same sense as Justin had

done, and he permanently changed, and indeed partly

confused, Christian terminolog}' by giving the meaning

of immaterial to the words spirit and spiritual. They

have in the main retained this meaning ever since,

but students of the New Testament will do well to

remember that this is not the meaning of the words

in the original, and that Origen, though neither the

first nor the last, is probably the ablest of the long

line of theologians who have introduced metaphysics

into Christian doctrine by a pervf---' .-ve^osis of the

words of Scripture.

The Catholic Christianity which emerged from the

struggle between Adoptionism and the Logas Chris-

tolog}' was a curious combination of both. In the

strict sense of Christolog}', Adoptionism was com-

pletely abandoned. Jesus was regarded as the

eternal Logos who became man, not as the inspired
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and perfect man who became God. But in the sphere

of soteriology the legacy of Adoptionism can clearly

be seen. The Christian became the adopted son of

God, joint heir with Christ, and this remained part

of Catholic teaching. It is not, however, really con-

sistent with the Logos doctrine, and is logically part

of Adoptionism. The incoherence introduced at this

point was met by the splendid paradox of Irenaeus

and Athanasius that God became man in order that

man might become God. But splendid though this

be, it remains a paradox, and it was diluted very

considerably in later theology, which seems to have

felt that the abandonment of Adoptionism in the

sphere of Christology necessitated its abandonment in

the doctrine of salvation. Thus, at least in popular

theology, the grandiose conception of the apotheosis

of humanity has passed into the far more mythological

one of becoming an angel after death—a view very

widely held, though perhaps never officially recognised.

What part can either Adoptionism or the Logos

Christology play in any modem form of thought ?

Adoptionism seems to me to have no part or lot in

any intelligent modern theology, though it is un-

fortunately often promulgated, especially in pulpits

which are regarded as liberal. We cannot believe

that at any time a human being, in consequence of

his virtue, became God, which he was not before, or

that any human being ever will do so. No doctrine

of Christology and no doctrine of salvation which is

k2
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Adopti(>ni»t in eHwonrc* can come to iennit with nioiU'm

thought.

The (loctrino <»f tin* Logos in on a (lill. . i. j.-.i.. .

In tlio form in whicli it i-s pri'8<>ntcd by JuHtin Martyr

it is probably ua unacceptable as AdoptioniBni, but

in tho form presented by Origen the modem mind

constjintly feels that the writer is struggling to express

it« own tlioughts, and is attracted to Origen not f»nly

by the recognition of a common purpos<*. but by a

consciousness of a common failure, for, at the end,

reality transcends thought and language, and the

philosophy of Alexandria was no more completely

successful than is that of our world.

I have often felt in talking with younger men of the

present dav how closely they have approached to

the position of Origen and how far they are from him

in method. If I may put into my own words the f(»rm

of thought which seems to animate them, it is some-

thing of this kind. They feel that the world in which

we live is the expression of some great plan or purpose

or pattern which is not yet complete, which shows no

siszn of linality, but is ever growing in complexifX-

:

wliich resolves itself again and again into simplicity,

and then spreads out again on a yet wider scale. The

plan or purpose is not a dead mechanical thing ; the

life which explains it is within and not without it.

Men are partly the result, but partly also the instru-

ments or even agents of this purpose. Wi.«<^lom is

the right understanding of its nature ; and righteous-

ness is the attempt to subordinate human purposes
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to this great purpose of life. For man is not only an

effect, he is a cause. When he acts, he brings into

existence a new cause of which the results will follow

in accordance with the established laws of reality.

But there is a moment of choice, when he has it within

his power to decide whether he will act or not. If he

choose right, his actions will be taken up into the great

web of existence, consistently with the great purpose.

If he choose wrongly, the results will in the end be

destroyed, not without suffering to himself and others.

To a more vivid imagination which thinks in

pictures rather than in metaphysical language, life

presents itself as a great web which is slowly coming

from the loom, and sometimes there seems to be

behind the loom the figure of the great weaver ; at

other times the weaving is being carried on by men and

women whose weaving sometimes conforms, some-

times does not, to an infinitely complicated but

symmetrical plan which, and here is the paradoxical

tragedy, they can only see in the web which has been

already woven ; but they know that whether what they

weave will remain or not depends upon its being in

accord with the pattern. And then the picture

changes slightly, and it seems as though the pattern

begins to reveal the same features as those dimly

discerned in the weaver behind the loom. And yet

again the picture changes, and it is not merely the

great weaver, but the men and women who are

working that reappear with him to live on in the

pattern emerging in the web.
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That w not the nanie thing m tho l/<)g<* C'hriiitoh>p'

or diM-trino of salvution an propoundod by Ori^fn. hut

1 tliink thiit ho wmiltl havr im(h'rHt<MKi it had hv Uvfji

now. It is not the* namo tliinp as the toarhinjj <»f the

Kingdom of < Jod proarhnl hy .h'HUS, yet I do not think

that he would have condemne<l it, for great men

undcreUnd the thoughts of IcKsrr oneH though they

tliemselves fail to l)o underet^KKi. The thoug!it« and

worils of Jesus, like thoKe of Origen. were Ixirrowed

from his own time and race : they l>elong t<» the first

ceiitur}- as those of (Jrigen belong to the tlnrd. No

historical reconstruction can make them adequate

for oiir generation, or even intelligible except to those

wilt) have passed through an education in history im-

possible for most. But the will of .lesus and the will

of Origen, if we can reach them through the language

and tliought of their time, have no such limitations.

If I have understood them rightly, l)oth were ani-

mated by a desire to accomplisli the purpose of Ood,

the God who is life.^ .Vnd that purpose did nf«t

appeal to them as the achievement for themselves

of any salvation, in this world or in the world

to con\e, beyond the reach of other men, but

rather to show thera what is the way of life, the

natural way, consistent with the purpose of Go<^l

' Perhaps the most significant diflerencc betwren Je«u» and Ori^pen u

that Origen was inclined to find the concrete exprt-^wion of the Purposw of

Life in aelf-realiaation—he was in the beat sense a Gnottic—while Jeana

found it in the service of the weak, ignorant, and sinful, rather than

merely in loyal obedience to the strong, wise, and righteons. The two

are complementary, not contradictory—but they are not identical.
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and the pattern of life. So far as they succeeded

in their teaching they did so because they de-

voted themselves to expressing clearly what they

wished without troubling to ask whether it conformed

to what other people said, and they spoke the

clearest language which they could find in their own

generation.

To do the same thing is the business of preachers

and teachers to-day. The man who tries merely to

repeat the thoughts or the words of past generations

forgets that the call which comes to the teacher

is not to repeat what others have said because

they have said it, but to say what is true because it

is true, and to say it in the language of his own time

that it may be intelligible. He will often appear to

contradict the thought or the language of Jesus or

of Paul or of Origen, but he will be loyal to the

purpose which was theirs, and yet so much more

than theirs.





APPENDIX

THE INTERPRETATION OF THE SHEPHERD OF HERMAS

I AM glad to be allowed to quote on this subject from a

letter by my friend and former pupil, Dr. F. S. Mackenzie of

Montreal, who has spent much time on the study of Hermas.

He says :

" In several passages Hermas speaks of a small circle of

six superior angels. It is legitimate to look for a reason for

his choice of this particular number, and there can be little

doubt that the reason may be discovered in Sim. ix., where

the Son of God, who appears as lord of the tower, is clearly

thought of as the seventh angel, superior to the six who
accompany him and who have charge of the building of the

tower, as they in turn are superior to all lesser angels and men.

Thus the number of the archangels is made complete, accord-

ing to prevailing apocalyptic enumeration. The contention

of some scholars, among whom Zahn is the most outstanding,

that Hermas makes a fundamental distinction between the

Son of God and all angels, cannot be made good. The lord of

the tower in Sim. ix. is not different in kind from the six

angels who accompany him in his inspection of the tower.

While he is, indeed, much more glorious than the others,

nevertheless he and they alike appear as ' glorious men.'

They all are angels (Sim. ix. 12. 7-8). Moreover, this

angelic Son of God is called Michael in Sim. viii., and is

obviously identical with the most revered or glorious angel

(a-e/xvoraTo^ dyy€\o<;) referred to in other places. He is

supreme in the angel world. He has all authority over both

137
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un^rU nn<i iiirn. Iln ih lonl of tho Church, and judge of iU

rncmhoro.
'* \NTiy in the Son of fSixl, tho Christian archanf^l, CAllod

Michael ? Michael wjw one of tho Rovcn Jewijih nrchangclii

;

and t(» him, ucconiinf? to Dan. xii. 1, wn* to l>« cr.*- ! (he

judi;cri»cnt of the |>co|)lo of (JikI. There arc i;. in

up<K'aly{)tic literature that he was regarxle<l an iiuprenio in thi«

anjjolic circle. Henniis apparently !:
-- -d (,vcr the name

of this Jewish anpel, and used it (• .te the archangel

of tho Christians, who are for him, of counte, the true iHraci.

The position of supremacy in the anpel world, as«ipneil by

pro-Chri.stian righteous men to Michael, is really hcM hy the

Son of God. He is in fact the true Michael ; and in him all

that is foretold of Michael in valid prophecy will be fulfille*!.

If llermas regarded the jirediction of Dan. xii. 1 as authorita-

tive at all, he must obviously have seen in it a reference to

the Christian judgement to be executed by the Son of CJod.

And I coiLsider it highly probable that this njay explain the

apparent identification of the Son of God with the Jewiah

angel, fferniaa has simply made u.se of the name to connect

his ideas with the Danielic prophecy, and to show how, in hia

opinion, that prophecy is to be fulfdled. If this be so, then

the S<in of God is not, strictly speaking, iilentifiwl with the

Jewish Michael, hut he may nevertheless be given the name

on occasion, because of the fact that in him all that the

prophetvS foretold of tho archangel of the people of God will

come to pass.

" The term Son of God is used by Hermas in a double sense.

On the one hand, it is used of the pre-exi.'^tent counsellor of

God, who may also be called the Holy Spirit, and on the other

of the glorified and exalted Jeaus, the elect servant, who
became the Son of God (Sim. v. 6), or in whom, as is said in

Sim. ix. 12. the pre-exist^nt Son became manifest. Because

Jesus alone of all men preserved the indwelling Spirit pure,

therefore he is the only perfect manifestation of the Spirit

or Son of God. And he was rewarde<l for his fidelity by being

adopted into the family of God as joint heir with the Son.
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Nevertheless he is not, and never can be, one with the pre-

existent Son or Spirit.

" One is tempted to argue that this distinction is observed

in Similitudes v., viii., and ix., and that the Son of the master

of the vineyard, the great spreading tree, and the ancient rock

respectively represent the pre-existent Son, while the elect

servant, the angel Michael, and the lord of the tower represent

the exalted Jesus. Thus all the angelic representations of the

Son of God would refer only to the latter. Moreover, there

are features in the angelology of Hermas which strengthen

such an argument. From Vis. ii. 2. 7, Sim, ix. 24. 4, 25. 2,

27. 3, it seems clear that Christians are believed to become

angels at their death. Their rank, however, in the angel

world will not be uniform, but will vary according to the

excellence of their life on earth. Jesus therefore, because of

his unique purity of life, must necessarily be the most highly

exalted of all such angels. And so, in point of fact, he is. Of

all angels, only he has ever been admitted to a position of

co-equaUty with the pre-existent Son.

" On the other hand, it must be remembered that Hermas

at times seems to think of the pre-existent Son or Spirit as an

angel (Mand. vi. 2, xi. 9). Moreover, in his representation as

the son of the master in the parable of Sim. v., he stands in

very much the same relation to the first-created angels as

does the lord of the tower in Sim. ix. And finally, there is an

undoubted difficulty in supposing that the six archangels are

thought of as being obliged to wait from the beginning of time

until the exaltation of Jesus for their number to be completed.

It still remains an open question whether the Christian arch-

angel, the lord and judge of the Church, is the eternal or the

adopted Son of God ; and with the uncertainty and obscurity

of the data, it may be doubted whether a final judgement in

the matter can be given. Hermas does not, in fact, preserve

any clear distinction between spirits and angels. He reveals

throughout an undoubted fondness for hypostatisation. Even

virtues and vices, emotions and passions, are described as

spirits or demons as the case may be, and spoken of as if they
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of dotcrinining hi* conception of spirits in seneraJ, and in par-

ticular of the Holy Spirit, who I- ^ving an eternal

existence with (Jod, dwella aliio iu cv- . .
:....'
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After this passage was ready for the press my friend, Mr. Robert

P. Casey, sent me the following criticism :
" It can hardly be said that

' we ' gain through the loss of our personalities, since ' we ' (a personal

pronoun) are our personalities. On the other hand, it is quite con-

ceivable that that Immaterial Purpose, which works in and through

our personal life, or at least some parts of it, gains by rejecting us

after our usefulness is past, seeking its further completion in those

who come after us, and thus maintaining a unified and eternal Life

through a multiplicity and diversity of lives. That this process is a

gain from the point of view of history is apparent, yet it can hardly

be said to be ' our ' gain if ' we ' are destroyed in the process.

" Furthermore, is the archipelago a fair analogy ? In the sentence

' If those islands could have thought and spoken . . .' the fact that

they cannot destroys the analogy at its most important point. The

allegory fits admirably the relation of the individual life and Immaterial

Reahty as a whole, but the crux of the problem of immortaUty from

the point of the individual is the relation between (1) the unity estab-

lished between the intellectual and moral elements (but not many

other elements, e.g. evil) of his personal life and the sum total of

Immaterial Reahty, and (2) the equally real and more obvious xmity

presented by his own personality, including all his conscious experiences

regardless of their value.

" The first unity is, if not everlasting, at least as permanent as history

itself, and is by its nature eternal and immaterial. The second unity is

apparently transitory, being dependent physically on the brain and

nervous system, psychically on the persistence of memory. Thus, to

say a man has eternal life is simply to mean that certain of his activities

or experiences have the attribute of eternal or immaterial. It, however,

leaves untouched the question whether the ' ego ' which is conscious

of these activities continues after death."
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